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Rabbi Shlomo Ashkenazy 
and RabbiAvrolwm Chaim Carmell 

RABBI S1MCHA BuNIM ALTER 

I. ASSESSING THE LOSS 

One cannot attempt to comprehend a 
mystery without realizing that its es
sence is hidden. So, too, in contemplat
ing the life of the !ateGererRebbe, Rabbi 
Simcha Bunim '7"i71:¥"t, one must note 
that he existed in almost total oblivion, 
studiously slumning the public (and pri
vate} eye, suddenly emerging as a 
Rebbe ojtlwusands ofChassidlm, and 
a Torah leader of all-encompassing di
mensions. When on the seventh of 
Tamuz his passing was announced, 
World Jewry-regardless of religious af
filiation-realized that it had lost a 
unique tzaddik and leader. The 100, -
200,000 people wlwattended the levaya 
came from all sectors of the Israeli scene. 

One of the Gedolim of pre-war Europe 
commented (referring to the lmrei EmesJ, 
"Gur is not a 'Rebbishe dynasty'; each 
Rebbe was worthy of being chosen to 
lead the Chassidim on his own merit." 
The late Gerer Rebbe was no exception 
to this statement. His gadlus and 
tzidkus were reminiscent of the nine
teenth century into which he was bom, 

Rabbi Ashkenazy, a talmtd of Mesivta Torah 
Vodaath. in Brooklyn, N.Y., BethMedrash Govoha, 
in Lakewood, N .J., and Mir ..Jerusalem, is presently 
Rosh Kollel of the Bostoner Kollel in the Har Nof 
section of Jersualem. Rabbi cannen, a ta1mid of 
the Yeshivas of Gateshead (England) and Pone
vezh, teaches in the Bostoner Kollel. 
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not the late twentieth cen
tury when he finally 
donned the mantle of 
leadership. Yet, far from 
being distant and re
moved from our era. the 
Rebbe showed an amaz
ing sensitivity to the 
needs of the time, both 
current andfature. 

The thousands of 
people wlw wended their 
way along the two-mile 
route from the Beis 
Midrash in Ge'ula Wl Har 
Hazei.sim, were notjust 
mourning the loss of a 
great tzaddik they had 
heard about, but rather a 
person whose name had 
become Cl_: byword as 
champion of Torah inter
ests in Eretz Yisroel. Ifis 
inlative had given the To
rah world aDafHayomi of 
Yerushalmi, set stan
dards of restraints on 
simchos and marrying off 
children. changed the 
map of Israel by establish
ing new chareidi presence 
in m.qjor towns, and re
peatedly called upon To
rah Jewry to exercise its 
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strength to prevent breaches in chomas 
hadas and protest chillul Hashem. And 
then there were the hundreds who had 
been helped by the Rebbe"s tefillos and 
berachos for banei, chayei, umezonei 
(children. health and livelihood}: and of 
course, the('.iererChassidim, young and 
old, with their rent garments. mowning 
the death of a loving father and uplifting 
teacher who connected them to levels of 
kedusha and deveykus of a hundred 
years ago and more. 

Dusk settled over Yerushalayim. 
People made their way home with the 
true greatness qf the Rebbe only begin· 
ning to dawn upon them. An ongoing 
conflict had been resolved. The Rebbe 
had two burning desires-to help every 
Yid, and to totally conceal his own 
Avodas Hashem. Hashemfa!fills the de· 
sires of those that .fear him but Jewry 
needs to krww and learn from their great 
ones. Now we can begiI1 to appreciate 
the grandeur and stature of the late 
Gerer Rebbe, zecher tzaddik livrocho 
without violating his wishes. 

Il. BIOGRAPlllCALNOTES 

Almost 100 years ago. on 24 
Nissan 5658 (6 Aplil 1898). a 
fourth son was born to Rav 

Avrohom Mordechai Alter (the Imrei 
Emes). the oldest son of the S.fas 
Emes. He was named Simcha Bunim 
after the Rebbe Reb Bunim of 
Parshis"cha. the great mentor of the 
first Gerer Rebbe. Reh Yitzchok 
Meir-the ChiddusheiHaRim For the 
first six years of his life he grew up 
benefitting from the proximity of his 
illustrious grandfather. until the 
latter's death in 1905, when his fa. 
ther donned the mantle ofleadership. 
His uncle Reh Nechemia, a renowned 
Gaon and author, vied for the melit of 
having him as a son-in-law, and be· 
fore his Bar Mitzva in 1911, he was 
engaged. The wedding took place in 
Warsaw in 1915 in the midst ofWorld 
War I. By then he was well versed in 
all of Shas and recognized for his out
standing middos. Later his father en
trusted him with the instruction of 
the younger married Chassidim, 
which he did in his quiet unassum
ing way. 

While he was successful in his 
business ventures, his personal life 
was beset with suffering and an-
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So successful was he in 
this charade that when 
the Beis Yisroef passed 
away, many people 
were surprised to hear 
that this unassuming 
"businessman" was to be 
the new Gerer Rebbe! 
Before long, however, 
world Jewry came to 
realize that the many 
years of reticence were 
not for lack of leadership 
qualities. 

guish. A first daughter, born ten years 
after his marrtage, died a half year 
later, and it was only after twelve 
years that the couple was blessed 
with a daughter, and after another 

two-and·a-halfyears, with a son (Reb 
Yankel). He would say ironically that 
there were two things he was never 
short of-money and tzoros. Despite 
his suffeling, he was always b'simcha 
and was never heard to complain. 

He accompanied his father on his 
tlips to Eretz Yisroel between the wars 
and actively propagated the idea that 
the time was opportune for religious 
Jews to settle in Eretz Y1Sroel, to en· 
sure that the newly emerging Yishuv 
would have a solid Torah base. In 
1927, heemigrated toEretzYisroe1on 
the suggestion of his father that the 
melit of Eretz Yisroel might help the 
sWl-childless couple. After a biiefre
turn to Poland for a few years, he 
settled permanently in Yerushalayim 
in 1934 and lived there for the rest of 
his life. He was visiting Poland in 
1939, when World War II broke out, 
and he and his family were smuggled 
out of Nazi-occupied Europe as part 
of the miraculous escape of the Imrei 
Ernes and his close family, including 
his son Reh Yisroel (the Beis YisroeQ 
and ,,.·n?:i>, his youngest son, Reh 
Pinchas Menachem (present Gerer 
Rebbe N"'1''7\tl), who had just turned 
BarMitzva. 

On Shavuos 1948, while 
Yerushalayim was under siege by the 
Arab legions, the Imrei Ernes passed 
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away, and in accordance with his 
written will. the leadership of the deci
mated Gerer Chassidus passed over 
to his son, the Beis Yisroel. There 
were Chassidimwho would have pre
ferred to see Reb Simcha Bunim as 
Rebbe, stnce he had been known as 
his father's Iight hand. To evade tn
temal conflict, Reb Simcha Bunim 
had tickets and passports arranged 
for himself and his family durtng the 
shiva, and immediately thereafter set 
sail for France and Belgium, where he 
and his family spent several months. 
Even after his return, he avoided tn
volvement tn public activities to allow 
the Beis Yisroel to direct the 
Chassidimtn his own unique way. An 
exception was his tnvolvement with 
Yeshiva Chiddushei HaRim in Tel 
Aviv, which he had established in 
1936, after heartng his father say, "I 
would like to have bachwimlike those 
in Yeshiva Sfas Emes seen in the 
streets of Tel Aviv." 

Emergence as a Leader 

Like his namesake, he spent 
most of his years under the 
guise of a businessman, in

volved in real estate dealings of a 
world-wide scope. So successful was 
he tn this charade that when the Beis 
Yisroel passed away, tn 1977, many 
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1he Imrei Emes. the Beis Yisroel, and Reb Simcha Bunim 7''.Yt 

people were surprtsed to hear that 
this unassuming "businessman" was 
to be the new Gerer Rebbe! Before 
long, however, world Jewry came to 
realize that the many years of reti
cence were not for lack of leadership 
qualities. 

Despite his advanced age. the 
Rebbe became actively tnvolved tn all 
aspects of the Jewish scene, raistng 
issues that he felt were presstng for 
the times, and tntroductng many tn
novations into the Chareidi commu
nity. In 1978, at the age of eighty. the 
Rebbe made a visit to Amertca to en
courage the Chassidim and the Gerer 
institutions. after the passtng of the 
Beis YisroeL 

In the summer of 1985, at the 

height of the battle agatnst the build
ing of the Mormon Center of the 
Brigham Young University on Har 
Hatzoflm. the Rebbe suddenly took 
ill. After an operation prtor to Rosh 
Hashana, he aged greatly and was 
confined to his home for the rest of his 
life. Durtng these last seven and a half 
years. despite almost constant patn 
and discomfort, the Rebbe still 
opened his doors to receive requests 
for advice and blessings whenever 
possible. 

In his last years, even this became 
almost impossible, and requests had 
to be channeled through the trusted 
attendants who did not leave his side 
twenty-four hours a day. Unable to 
daven with his Chassidim or sit with 
them at a Tisch, the Rebbe still ex
pressed a strong desire to have con
tact with them. Whenever his 
strength would allow it, the door 
from his apartment to the beis 
midr01Sh would be opened and the 
thousands of Chassidim that contin
ued to flock to Yerushalay:im would 
pass by for a momentary look and a 
Good Shabbos or Yam Tov. Occasion
ally he would hold a Tisch for ten to 
fifteen minutes while the packed 
crowds, craning their necks to catch 
a glimpse, would sing one of the fa
mous Gerer nigunim. 

This past Shavuos. the recently 
expanded Beis MidrOISh was crowded 
to capacity. True to the Gerer tradi
tion from the days in Poland. 
Ch01Ssidim from all over the world 
converged on Yerushalay:im to spend 
Kabbolas HaTorah with the Rebbe, 
fully aware that they might not even 
see him. To their great surprtse and 
delight. they were able to pass by the 
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Rebbe three times during the 
Shabbos and Yam Tov, and the last 
minutes of the day were spent with a 
Tisch that concluded with the an
nouncement in the Rebbe's name 
that all should vote and work for 
Agudas Yisroel in the coming elec
tions, "And they will be blessed with 
the blessing of peace, which includes 
everything." Despite the Rebbe's ad
vanced age and frail health, no one 
realized that this was the last time 
they would see him. 

The following weeks, the Rebbe 
still answered questions and even re
ceived a few people just a few days 
before he passed away. Tuesday 
night, 7 Tamuz, his condition took a 
tum for the worse and two doctors 
were summoned. Early Wednesday 
morning, his blood pressure and 
pulse dropped suddenly and a min
yan of Chassidim learning at that 
hour were called to his bedside. At 
6:20 AM his neshamaleft his purified 
body before there was even a chance 
to alert the Chassidim to pray. He had 
slipped out in that same quiet way he 
had lived his life. 

ID. THE FRAMEWORK FOR 
APPRECIATION 

"What does Hashem require of you? 
Nothing but to dn justice. to love kindness 
and to walk modestly with your G-d." 

T hese definitive words of the 
Prophet Micha (6,8)-which 
appear in the Haftora of 

Parshas Balok. the week the Rebbe 
passed away----can serve as a frame
work for our appreciation of the Gerer 
Rebbe. 

The Gemora (Mesechte Makkos) 
sees these verses as summing up the 
essence of man's mission in this 
world. Indeed, everyone is presented 
with two areas of endeavor: First, to 
perfect oneself, to allow his neshama 
to shine through the veil of his mate
Iial body. Second, to fulfill his unique 
role as a member of society. In both 
these areas, Micha tells us that the 
focus should be on justice, kindness 
and walking modestly-with 
Hashem 

The Gerer Rebbe personified these 
prtnciples in his personal conduct 
and his total dedication to seeking the 
well-being of Klal YisroeL 
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"ASOSMlSHPAT 
-TO DO JUSTICE ... " 

Exercising justice involves a 
knowledge of the Torah's ev
erlasting truths. In Parshis' -

cha and Kotzk, the precursors of Gur, 
a few hours of intense Torah study 
was the standard preparation for 
prayer. The Chiddushei HaRim the 
first Rebbe of Gur, set his goal to 
make Torah study the essence of his 
Chassidus. The halachic novellae he 
wrote on Shas and Shulchan Aruch, 
and those of his grandson, the Sfas 
Emes, are standard texts in any To
rah library. His great grandson, the 
Imrei Emes, was also universally rec-

When he travelled all 
over the country to find 
suitable housing for a 
new settlement, one of 
the sites was only half 
built. The eighty-year-old 
Rebbe did not balk at 
clambering up on the 
scaffolding to personally 
check the quality of the 
construction! 

ognized as one of the great Torah per
sonalities of the time. Unfortunately, 
his numerous writings perished, as 
did most of his family and the major
ity of his Chassidimin the conflagra
tion that consumed European Jewry. 

It was into this illustrtous tradition 
that Reb Simcha ';";rr was born at the 
tum of the century. His father would 
refer to him as "my wise son Reb 
Bunim," to indicate that he had in
herited the profound wisdom for 
which his namesake (the Parshis'
cher) was famous. His childhood 
melamed published a sefer contain
ing many of his blight student's To
rah comments. 

The Chiddushei HaRim said that 
just as a gazlan is not someone who 
simply knows how to steal, but actu
ally steals, so too a lamdan-besides 
knowing how to learn- must engage 
in learning. And Reb Simcha Bunim 
learnt. When he lived in Warsaw, he 
would come to the shteibel at six in 
the morning as if he had just artsen. 
Those that knew him, however, at
tested that he rarely went to sleep be
fore saying the morning Shema! 

The Brtsker Rav, Reb Velvel, had 
several opportunities to discuss some 
Torah thoughts with him when they 
met in Switzerland. The first few occa
sions, the Rav's children were certain 
that Reb Simcha Bunim had come 
prepared for the discussion. The Rav, 
however, told them that his impres
sion is that Reb Simcha Bunim is a 
true lamdan, familiar with all of Shas 
and poskim rarely overlooking a nu
ance of profundity worth noting. 

Rabbi Shlomo Zalman Auerbach 
N"\:1>?-e.>, of Yerushalayim, would 
make a point of visiting him every 
Chol Hamoed. He would say that he 
never left without hearing a new 
idea. He once commented, "Reh 
Simcha Bunim knows Zevachim 
and Menachos (tractates dealing 
with the sacrtficial order) as well as 
I know Babba Kamma (a popular 
tractate that deals with damages 
and torts)." 

On one occasion Reb Simcha 
Bunim met the Chazon !sh and they 
discussed the inclusion in Al 
Hamichya of the phrase "and we will 
bless You in holiness and purtty," 
which does not have a counterpart in 
Birchas Hamazon. Reb Simcha 
Bunim suggested it refers to the fruits 
of Eretz Y'isroe1-mentioned earlier in 
the sentence-which require 
Terumos and Maaser Shein~ which 
can only be eaten in a pure state. The 
Chazon Ish was impressed by this ex
planation, marvelling over its truth 
and simplicity. 

While in a resort in Switzerland. a 
Galician Chassid tried unsuccess
fully to pry loose some ofReb Bunim's 
Torah treasures. One day, as they 
were walking and listening to a 
grandson of the Radomsker Rebbe 
repeat an intrtcate chiddush in the 
name of his grandfather, it appeared 
to the Chassid that the idea was con-
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tradlcted by a Tosafos he had 
learned. Reluctant to interfere, he 
just whispered under his breath. "But 
Tosajos ... :· Reb Bunim picked up his 
words and immediately said to him, 
"But there's another answer in 
Tosajos." He hurried back to the ho
tel to look up "his Tosafos." and sure 
enough there was another answer, 
according to which the chiddush 
made perfect sense. 

Promoting Justice Through 
Torah and Action 

0 n the public level, the Rebbe 
expressed his love of Torah in 
a variety of ways. At the sixth 

Knessia Gedolah, he instituted a Daf 
Hayomi for Yerushahnf-the Jerusa
lem Talmud, which was hitherto pe
rused only by great talmidei 
chachamim The Chafetz Chaim had 
praised Reb Meir Shapiro ?""YT for re
moving the dust from many 
mesechtos in Shas that had been ig
nored by all but a few individuals. 
Now the Rebbe hoped to open up the 
gates of the Yerushalmi, with an 
added intention that this would pro-

It was with this deep-felt 
pain on seeing Chillul 
Hashem and a refusal to 
settle for a status quo 
with the non-religious 
establishment that the 
Rebbe fought his battles. 

vide the students with a link with Eretz 
YisroeL The following decade has in
deed witnessed a renewed interest in 
this area ofTorah, with new commen
taries being published armually. 

The Rebbe would often explain the 
Mtshna (Avos 11, 8) "Marbeh Torah 
marbeh chaim (Increasing Torah in
creases life)," asking, "How can one in
crease Torah?' He would answer that 
it calls for creating opportunities for 
others to learn Torah. To this end, he 
expanded the scope of the Gerer ins ti-
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tutions, adding many new yeshivas 
and koUelimacross the country. 

The Rebbe applied the prtnciple of 
"'doing justice" in its most direct 
sense, taking action whenever the 
need arose. He would personally pick 
up the phone to call the Prime Minis
ter or members of Knesset to spur 
them to act on matters of urgency. 
When he began to implement his 
move away from the congested 
chareidi centers, he travelled all over 
the country to find suitable housing 
for a new settlement, one of the sites 
was only half built. The eighty-year
old Rebbe did not balk at clambertng 
up on the scaffolding to personally 
check the quality of the construction! 

Forty years ago, while on a visit to 
England. he mentioned that he would 
be spending Shabbos in a small town 
in the north. After a few days. he re· 
turned, the purpose of his trtp remain· 
ing a mystery. Afew weeks later, an 
article appeared in a local Jewish pa· 
per relating how themikva in this town 
had fallen into disuse until an Wlknown 
vi...,itor from Israel had donated a siz~ 
able swn to facilitate its repair. 

As a leader of Agudath Israel. the 

At the Knessia Gedolah (World Congress) 
of Agudath Israel (1980): the Gerer 
Rebbe 7"Y1', and W"11'n7..:7' Rabbi Elazar 
Shach wv•7w 

Rebbe sought justice and demanded 
a sense of responsibility. He at
tempted to introduce a number of 
changes into the movement that he 
hoped would ensure its continued vi
tality and integrity. He saw the dy
namic political scene in Israel as an 
opportunity for Torah Jewry to brtng 
its ideals to the national scene. 

" ... VE'.AHAVAS CHESSED 
-AND LOVING KINDNESS" 

T he Rambam prefaces his sec
tion on proper middos (Hilchos 
Dei'os) with the mitzva: 

"V"halachata b'drachav-Go in His 
ways," based on the Chazal, "As He 
is merciful, so should you be merci
ful; as He does kindness, so should 
you do kindness, etc." Reb Simcha 
Bunim personified this mitzva 
throughout his life. In the words of his 
brother, the present Gerer Rebbe 
N"~, "His essence was exemplary 
middos-particularly, loving a fellow 
Jew." Even a child in the street who 
seemed in distress would attract his 
attention. 

An upstairs neighbor came home to 
find a note on the door stating that his 
daughter could be found with the Fam
ily Alter. He hurried downstatrs to find 
the Gerer Rebbe sitting in the kitchen. 
offering the little girl some sweets to 
comfort her after finding her crying In 
the hallway! 

••• 
Shortly after he became Rebbe, a 

yowig boy came to him and grtevingly 
told him that he had been left without 
parents. "I will be your father and 
1T1JJther," was the immediate reply. Al· 
though this boy had a number of mar
ried brothers, the Rebbe took him into 
his house. eating his meals with him 
and concerning himself with all his 
needs.finally leading him to the chupa 
as his own grandchild. 1his was just 
one of many orphans he had adopted 
over the years. 

His concern for people's feelings 
was extraordinary. After he became 
Rebbe, it became necessary to ask 
people to refrain from knocking at his 
door at all times of the day. It took 
three days of deliberations until a 
suitable text was found for the note 
on his door asking "forgiveness from 
the honorable public for the inconve
nience caused." adding that for any
thing urgent, he could be contacted 
by phone. In the letter that he wrote 
setting forth the limits on wedding 
expenses, he apologized to anyone 
who might be hurt by these limita
tions. explaining that they were vital 
for the well-being of the general pub
lic. From his neighbors he insisted on 
defraying the cost of general mainte-
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nance bills, as a means of reimburs
ing them for the disturbances caused 
by the constant stream of people en
tering the building. 

Careful to give due respect to ev
eryone, he lovingly referred to a close 
ben bayis who was a maggid shiur 
(lecturer) in Yeshivas Sfas Emes as 
"Reb ltche," never letting him serve 
him in any way. Even when he com
plained that he wanted to serve the 
Rebbe, the Rebbe smilingly refused, 
saying, "I too want to serve the 
Rebbe"-and helped himself. 

Tilis concern for others went be
yond normal limits. When his first 
daughter, born after lOyearsofmar
riage, died half a year later, his wife 
was in the hospital recuperating from 
a serious operation. For a year, the 
family withheld the information from 
her, for fear the tragedy would endan
ger her health. His aunt wrote, in a 
letter, marveling how this sensitive 
twenty-five-year-old man would go 
daily to the hospital and later tell his 
wife the antics of their daughter
who was no longer alive. 

Suffering numerous personal trag
edies, Reb Simcha Bunim lived by the 
rule of the Chovos Halevavos, "A chas
sid has rejoicing on his face and keeps 
his sorrow in his heart." How often did 
a Chassid enter to speak to the Rebbe 
to be received in the usual warm, re
laxed way ... only to discover after
wards that that same morning the 
Rebbe had experienced deeply upset
ting occurrences in his personal life. 

On one occasion, someone acci
dentally closed the car door on his 
hand. Not wanting to cause the per
son embarrassment. he said nothing 
the entire way home, just repeating to 
himself the Chaza1 that no one in
jures himself unless it is so decreed 
in heaven. It was only when he was 
seen the next day with a bandage, 
and the driver found blood stains on 
the car door. that the story was pieced 
together. 

The Ribbono Shel Olamis described 
as extending His mercy to all living 
creatures. The Rebbe found ways to 
emulate Hashem in this area, too. 

A discoloration of the water in the 
Rebbe 's apartment was traced to a 
dead pigeon in the water tank on his 
roof A workman was called, the tank 
was cleaned out, and a new lid was at-
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Pre-World War Il, the Imrei Emes, with the Beis Yisroel (l) and the late Rebbe (r.) n.:iu; 0.»"07. 

tached, After the work was done. the 
Rebbe sent a bowl of water on to the 
roof: UJust because I want clean water 
does not justi.fY depriving the birds of 
their water supply.·· 

Chessed in Leadership 

Tie ChiddusheiHaRimsaid that 
the Rebbe Reb Bunim led the 
Chassidim with love, the 

Kotzker led with fear of G-d, and he 
would lead with Torah. In the way of 
his namesake, the Rebbes leadership 
was characterized by an ongoing con
cern for the needs of K1a! Yisroel-on 
the public level as for each individual. 

Reb Bunim of Parshis'cha explnined 
that the second section of the Shema 
(written in the plural) does not mention 
"to love G-d ... with all your posses
sions," as the first section does, be
cause when taken on the public level, 
economic issues become matters of life 
and death, and these are already in
cluded in "with all your lives." The 
Rebbe added that excessive .financial 
burdens prevent one fromfocusfn.g on 
seroice to G-d. 

These two concerns were at the 
root of the Rebbe·s extensive involve
ment in seemingly mundane affairs. 
First and foremost, he worked inces
santly to convince the government to 
build rental housing. The rising cost 
of housing in Israel created a prohibi-

live hurdle for every new couple wish
ing to set up house. In religious 
circles, it is customary for parents to 
finance the marriage of their children. 
leaving parents with the choice of go
ing into staggering debt or depriving 
their children of shidduchim for lack 
of funds. The plight of these par
ents-which often creates health
threatening situations, and robs 
them of peace of mind for the major 
part of their lives-gave the Rebbe no 
rest. He would call the askanim (ac
tivists) day and night, spurring them 
on with new suggestions, saying that 
he cannot sleep at night whenever he 
considers this problem, which affects 
all sectors of Israeli society in differ
ent ways. 

After intensive efforts, one of the 
askanim came to the Rebbe with the 
good news that the government had 
agreed to build 2,500 housing units for 
rental to the Chareidi community. 1he 
Rebbe was not satisfied. "What about 
others-such as the soldier who, on dis
charge from the army. wants to get 
married?The couple ends up Uuing with 
parents-a situation detrimental to 
Sholom Bayis; or leaving the country. I 
am asking for a national reform that 
will take care qf everyone." 

Realizing there was no immediate 
solution, the Rebbe implemented a 
secondary plan-a move away from 
Yerushalayim and Bnei Brak to outly-
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ingtowns, where less expensive hous
ing was available. This has resulted in 
the by-now-familiar Torah communi
ties thrivinginAshdod, Chatzor, Arad, 
and southern Tel Aviv. This move, 
coupled with detailed limitations on 
the extent of other wedding expenses 
(aimed at curtailing the wasteful ex
travagance that results from peer 
pressure), brought a great measure of 
relief to Gerer Chassidim, and tooth
ers who have adopted this mode. 

A wealthy Chassid came to the 
Rebbe with a request for permission to 
buy his son an apartment in Jerusalem 
since he could easily afford such an ex
pense. "if you have nwney, you can buy 
yourself another Rebbe!" was the reply. 

In a similar vein, the Rebbe encour
aged well-to-do Chassidim to buy at 
the cost-price stores he had estab
lished, to ensure that no one felt em
barrassed at having to frequent them 
These stores, together with a cost-price 
hall for simchos and cheap "stansiah" 
(hostels) for the Chassidim that come 
for Yomim Tovim. are nm largely on a 
voluntary basis. 

The Rebbe called for spiritual 
chessed as well, encouraging his 
Chassidim to spend Shabbosos in 
non-religious settlements to bridge 
the gap between the estranged Israeli 
and the Torah world. 

Expressing Love 
For Eve11J Individual 

Tie Rebbe had a gift for demon 
!rating his overflowing love for 
ach individual. You never left 

the Rebbe without a piece of fruit in 
your hand, which he would grasp lov
ingly with both his hands while an
swering your question or giving his 
blessing. He was always available by 
telephone where ever he was, an
swering the calls himself in his unas-
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suming way, giving each of his 
Chassidim the feeling that the Rebbe 
had nothing to do but answer his 
questior.s. And the questions came 
from far and wide, with the Rebbe giv
ing clear, decisive answers in a few 
short words, on a multitude of sub
jects-from shidduchimand business 
dealings to high risk medical tests and 
surgeiy. His oldest brother, Reb Metr 
"T"'r,'1, had said about him, "If he leads 
the Chass/dim, they will run after him 
in the streets-and why not? What
ever he has, he will give to them." In 
contrast to his customaiy attempts to 
hide his greatness, he made no secret 
about his ability to help people, in par
ticular with children. He more than 
once gave a fruit saying, "Nadir a Kint 
(Here's a child for you)." His words did 
not miss the mark. 

On a visit to Ashdod he called on a 
young man who was still childless a 
nwnberof years qfter his marriage. The 
yoW1!} man offered the Rebhe a cup of 
tea, lwplng the Rebbe' s heracha would 
bring blessing to his lwme. The Rebbe 
declined, saying, "You most likely 
mean that I should recite 'shehakol 
nihyeh bidvaro (all comes to be by His 
word)'; give me a banana and! will say 
'borei nefoshois rabbois-Creator of 
many souls)'!" They now have agrow
ingfamily. 

At tlw K.nessili I 
.Cedolah: tfu? hue • i · 1 
Rebbe (at tM ..... · •···> .. .I 
mtcroplumeJ wWtR(Jbbt j 
Leib Gwwtlz llJ, Ros.h •••·· YeshivllofGateslTiJad,·\ 
Rabbi Slmeur Kotkl' . I 
n.:n:J~D.m:IT and .. I 
v"ll.>lt>.l• .Rabbtf'e/'tfµ1« ! 

~~~ilZ~~>I 
Agudah). . ... _.·_d 

In a shrnuess, he once sald that 
one can receive fear of Heaven from a 
Rebbe, but one learns love of G-d 
from a good mend. He added that if a 
Rebbewishes to give his followers love 
of G-d, he does so as a good mend. 

When the Rebbe manied offhts first 
grandchild, the Chassidim asked 
whether they should wear their 
shtreimels at the wedding (a practice 
usually reservedfor close family). The 
Rebbe toldthemtoaskanoldChassid, 
wlw had Uved in Gur. He recalled that 

tlwse close to the Rebhe had worn their 
shtreimels. On hearing that, the Rebhe 
decided the matter, saying, "Everyone 
is close to me." 

Even in his last years, despite his 
frail condition, he took eveiy oppor
tunity to be accessible to his 
Chassidim, whenever he felt strong 
enough. Waiting to pass by to say 
"Gut Shabbos"would sometimes take 
an hour or two. The attendants would 
have to close the door intermittently 
to allow the Rebbe a few minutes of 
rest before allowing the rest of the 
Chassidim to pass by for a fleeting 
look and a hurried Gut Shabbos. 

His gad/us and tzidkus 
were reminiscent of the 
nineteenth century into 
which he was born, not 
the late twentieth century 
when he finally donned 
the mantle of leadership. 

" ... VE'HATZNE'A LECHES
CONCEALING ONE'S WAYS" 

T he Sfas Emes explains the 
Mishna, "if you have learnt 
much Torah do not take credit 

for yourself' (Avos 11:9) to mean that 
learning a large amount of Torah 
brings one to realize that he does not 
deserve credit for it, "because that is 
what you were created for" (ibid). Ac
cordingly, Reh Simcha Bunlm went to 
great lengths to conceal his accom
plishments in Torah and piety under 
a cover of simplicity. 

On one of his visits to Yerushalayim 
the Imrei Emes paid a visit to Reb 
Shlomke Zvllher, the miracle worker of 
Yerushalayim During the entire visit, 
Reb Shlomke did not talce his eyes off 
Reb Simcha Bunlm After they left he 
commented, "That young man is a 
Gaon in simplicity!" 

In his later life, he would conceal 
his relentless hasmada, presenting 
an image of a worldly businessman. 
When traveling on a bus, he would 
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learn from a sefer, but should he no
tice someone looking his way, he 
would close the sefer and pretend to 
enjoy the scenery. 

The Klausenburger Rebbe N"1''71Y 
related how the Beis Yisroel had taken 
him to visit Reb Simcha Bunim at his 
hotel room in Galei Zanz Hotel Before 
knocking on the door, the Beis Yisroel 
told the Klausenburger to peer through 
the key hole, where he saw Reb Simcha 
Bunim engrossed in teaming. By the 
time he opened the door for them the 
seforim were gone. with a copy of 
Hamodia in their place. 

Other Gedolei Yisroel knew of his 
greatness in ways he could not con
ceal. When the Belzer Rav, Reb 
Aharon ., .. :n came to Yerushalayim, 
he asked to be driven down Rechov 
Alaphandri where Reb Simcha 
Bunim lived, saying that he had 
heard that this street was saturated 
with Torah and kedusha. 

By way of contrast: In a self-reveal
ing letter to a nephew about to be 
married, in which he shares some of 
his lofty aspirations, he writes the fol
lowing: ''Take me, for example. I think 
you know that besides a little pursuit 
of the truth, I am void of anything .... " 

Even after he became the Rebbe of 
thousands of Chassidim. he refused 
to don the attire usually worn by 
Chassidic Rebbes, continuing to wear 
the plain suit of a Chassid. 

On a visit to America, the Rebbe had 
arranged to visit the Satmar Rav ;".YT. 
The Rebbe anived at the appointed 
time, accompanied by a single 
shamash. On asking to see the Rav, 
they were told that he was unavailable 
since he was expecting a visit from the 
Gerer Rebbel The Rebbe immediately 
took a seat and looked into asefer while 
his shamash explained to the gabbai 
that they were the expected party. 

" ... 1M EWKECHA 
-WITH YOUR Q..D" 

A lthough the Gemorain Makkos 
enumerates only three funda
mentals of endeavor in 

Micha's prophecy, examining the 
pasukthrough the prism of the Rebbe 
7"Yr, one can see a fourth dimension. 
The Rebbewould often quote the well
known Chazal, ''There is no compari
son between one who studies a topic 
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one hundred times and one who 
learns it one hundred times plus one 
(me' ah pa'amim v'echad),' " adding 
the interpretation of the Ba' al Shem 
Tov, who read the phrase as, "one 
hundred times with One," referring to 
"Hashem Echod," whose presence 
should accompany all hundred 
times. In the same way, the final 
words of the verse--"with your G-d"
serve as a corollary of all the above 

points. Like everything he spoke 
about, the Rebbe lived by this in the 
fullest sense, spending many hours, 
walking, deep in thought. A talmid 
chacharnin Antwerp relates how forty 
years ago he saw Reb Simcha Bunim 
standing in front of a shop window 
apparently studying the display. On 
drawing closer. he saw perspiration 
running down his face, and realized 
that Reb Simcha Bunim was in the 
midst of intense concentration on 
matters far beyond the contents of a 
Belgian show window. 

After spending a morning pacing 
back and forth on the roof ofGaleiZanz 
Hotel in Netanya, he said to someone. 
''The pasuk says that before Hashem 
created the world. the spirit of G-d hov
ered over the waters. That spirit of G-d 
left an impression. The sea is full qf 
Sheimos (Divine Names}, and one can 
still see that nowadays!" 

On another occasion he pointed at a 
stonny ocean and said, 'That is the 
wayaJewshouldbeatalltimes." ... The 
Beis Yisroel told those close to him to 
watch over him on his way home, since 
his eyes are in heaven, not on the road! 

True to the style of Kotzk and Gur, 
the Rebbewould daven quickly, with
out any outward signs (other than the 
famous wave of his finger). After the 
tefillos, however, he would change his 

shirt, which was drenched with perspi
ration, an indication that the calm sur
face belied the raging tempest beneath. 

He confessed once that he begins 
to say "Amen Yehei Shmei Rabbo" be
fore the chazan reaches these words, 
because when he witnesses 
Hashem's Name being exalted and 
sanctified with the recital of Kaddish, 
he cannot contain his excitement to 
join in praise of His great name. 

Oneofthedayanlm ofYerushalayim 
related how one morning in 1935 Reb 
Simcha Bunim came before the Beis 
Din wuh a query: Since he had dreamt 
that his brother had died, did he have 
to begin sitting shiva? The Beis Din 
quoted the passage: "Dreams are 
empty talk," and told him to ignore the 
dream On his way out, he said to the 
dayan, "For someone who is in full con
trol of his thoughis, that verse does not 
apply." Afew days later, the news ar
rived that his brother Reb Itche ~·'11 had 
passed away. 

His efforts at concealment often 
yielded to his simplicity, for he as
sumed that others saw things as he 
did. In the course of a shmuess, he 
once mentioned that one can see the 
Tzellem Elokim (G-dly countenance) 
on the faces of pure children. On 
leaving the Beis Midrash, he passed 
some children. "Look," he exclaimed, 
"you can see the Name of Hashem on 
their faces." ... While walking in Arad 
with one of his attendants, he spoke 
about the holiness of the Avos, 
which was still visible in the place 
(which he identified with "G'rar" of 
the Chumash, based on a Targum). 
When the attendant said that he 
does not see anything, the Rebbe re
plied, "If you would want to, you 
could see it too." 
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As a yowig man, he wrote the fol
lowing in a letter to a.friend: "if we de
sire that Hashem should open our eyes, 
that we see wonders from His Turah
then, before we begin to learn and while 
we are learning, we must come before 
the King, with entreattes, and beg Him 
with all forms of supplication and utter 
humility .... Take a look at 'Ahava 
Rabba '-in truth, we shoulJi be in this 
state at all times .... " 

Later in life, he would say that al
though maintaining such a level of 
deveikus while engrossed in a sugya 
was possible for only great tzaddikim 
at other times it is required of every
one. In his simplicity, he would point 
to the opening words of the Shulchan 
Aruch, "I shall set Hashem before my 
eyes constantly," saying, 'The Shul
chanAruch is written for every Jew." 

Kavod Shamayim 

T;e Rebbe's love of Hashem re
ealed itself in all its grandeur 

when it came to Kaood Shama
yim. All the softness and reticence 
was shed as he rose like a lion to pro
test Chillul Hashem With a unique 
combination of shrewd insight and 
pure simple faith he would not allow 
anyihing to stop his efforts. 

Rabbi Nochum Rothstein relates: 

"Someone told the Rebbe about an 
article in the daily paper Yediot 
Achronot that contained outright bla..c;
phemy. The Rebbe immediately called 
some Askanim, I [e.g., Rothstein} 
among them insisting that the reporter 
deseroes to be imprison.eel The Rebbe 
was pale and trembling. In a shaking 
voice, he told me. 'It says expressly in 
the Chumash that a biasphemer is to 
be imprisoned even before a punish
ment has been decided Nayikra 
24, 12). We must do something!' 

"Seeing the gravity of the situation, I 
took the task to heart. I contacted one 
of the editors of the paper who was in
terested in Judaism He arranged.for a 
meeting with the main editor, whose 
father had been known as a Chassidic 
Jew. I took along two older Gerer 
Chassidim whom I knew to be intellec
tual G-dfearingpeople. inhopeofpre
vailing on the editor. After they had 
aroused the pintele Yid within him. I 
described just how distraught the 
Rebbe was. Following a lengthy discus
sion, we cwne to the following agree
ment: l)ThepaperwouJJiwriteanapol
ogy on the front page of the Friday edi
tion. 2) The reporter in question would 
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have to participate, at his own expense, 
in a kirnv seminar on Torah values. 3) 
The paper woulJi dedicate afell page 
every week to topics in Judaism, to rec
ti.fi.J printing such a disgracefel article. 

"I returned to the Rebbe to report 
that we had gotten as close as possible 
to imprisoning the reporter, since being 
forced to sit through such lectures was 
as degrading for him as being locked 
up .... The Rebbe was sat;;;fied with the 
first two points; to my surprise, how
ever, he would not agree t.o the third, re
marking, 'Nothing good can come.from 
printing Yiddishkeit in such a paper. It 
will only give the paperahechsher. "' 

It was with this deep-felt pain on 
seeing Chillul Hashem and a refusal 
to settle for a status quo with the non
religious establishment that the 
Rebbe fought his battles. So it was 
that he was a moving force within the 
Moetzes Gedolei HaTorah that di
rected the Chareidi Knesset members 
to challenge El Al. and to urge reli
gious Jewry to bring the national air
lines to its knees with an interna
tional boycott, until it ceased 
Shabbos flights. With this same chive, 
he was in the forefront of those that 
compelled the government to repeal 
a law allowing abortions; and he vig
orously encouraged his Chassidtm to 
go to Petach Tikva every Shabbos to 
join the protests against the opening 
of a cinema on Shabbos. When he 
heard that a highly objectionable film 
was being shown in Yerushalayim, he 
called a spontaneous demonstration, 
and was surprised to hear that the 
protesters had not physically blocked 
the entrance, even though it would 
have led to a scuffle with the police: 
"It is worthwhile to be hit for kaood 
Shamayim" 

His last battle was against the 
building of the Mormon center on Har 
Hatzofim. overlooking Har Habayis
the Temple Mount. He used all the 
means at his disposal to dissuade the 
Jerusalem municipality under Mayor 
Teddy Kollek from allocating land in 
Yerushalayim for this active rrnssion
ary group. He called it "the setting up 
of an idol in the King's palace." Besides 
staging three mass demonstrations, 
he pursued various channels behind 
the scenes, including an offer of sev
eral million dollars to buy the half-fin
ished building, to use as a yeshiva. It 
was in the rrndst of this campaign that 

he fell ill, and the champion of G-d's 
honor could fight no more. 

When Hashem's name was In
volved, he knew no "political" consid
erations. 

InthemidstoftheMormonstruggle, 
he heard that a film showing at Migdal 
David. entitled "Three Thousand Years 
of Jernsalem, " contained some objec
tionable Christological references. 
Rabbi Avraham Lazerson, Agudah 
member of the Jerusalem City CounciL 
relates how he received a phone call in
structing him to tell the Mayor that if the 
matter was not rectified by eleven 
o'clock that morning, he would send a 
few thousand people to demonstrate. 
Lazerson's attempt to explain that this 
woulJi be counterproductive to the anti
Mormon effort was rejected. '"I11e film is 
a Chillul Hashem. One can't make cal
culations." 

Teddy KoUek was faming: "Am I g<r 
ing to take all my directives .from him?" 
ButknowingtheRebbe wasamanofhis 
word, he had no choice but to comply, 
and the offensive sections were deleted. 

The Rebbe lived in constant antici-
pation of the coming of Moshiach. He 
saw in the Teshuvamovement an ad
vent of those times when "the world 
will be full of knowledge of G-d." His 
widely known comment is worth re
peating: Just as the opening of the 
gates of wisdom, referred to in the 
Zahar, was taken by science to pro
duce the industrial revolution, and 
the opportunity of redemption after 
Churbon Europe was seized by the 
Zionists, so was the wave of Teshuva 
in our times-meant to being utilized 
by Torah Jews to bring Moshiach
taken by our non-religious brethren. 

1bis writer I Rabbi Ashkenazy] can
not forget the enthusiasm the Rebbe 
had expressed when told about the 
Kollelfor Ba'aleiTeshuva the Bostoner 
Rebbe N"1',.,,, had asked him !this 
writer] to establish. The Rebbe stood 
up and said, "We all have to do 
Teshuva," and immediately gave a 
sizeable donation, saying,"! also want 
to have a share in this undertaking!" 

On another occasion, the Bostoner 
Rebbe queried the Rebbe on how his 
father had dealt with the problem of 
Yam Tov Sheini when living simulta
neously in Eretz Yisroel and Chutz 
La'aretz. The Rebbe replied, "It is not 
relevant. Moshiach will be here soon!" 

May we be worthy of witnessing 
the fulfillment of his hopes. • 
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AviShafran 

GROWfH FROM DISORDER 
-And the 

Jewish Experience 

DISTURBANCES IN 
PATTERNS OF DECAY 

0 ne of the most sweeping and 
well-known laws of physics 
states that the elements in 

any closed physical system tend in
exorably toward greater disorganiza
tion, or entropy. Erosion of soil, decay 
of organic matter and the malfunc
tion of machinery are all simple ex
amples of entropy at work. 

There are, however, local seeming 
"disturbances" of this law (which is 
known as the second one of thermo
dynamics), areas in which greater 
and greater organization seem, inex
plicably, to appear. In the larger sys
tem we call the cosmos, we note how 
matter seems to have organized itself, 
and continues to do so, into stars, 
galaxies, and clusters of galaxies, no 
Jess. In our more immediate environ
ment, the most blatant signal oflocal
ized "anti-entropy" lies in the exist
ence of life, and most shockingly so in 

Rabbi Shafran, menahel of Meshrta D'Providence 
Boys' High School. in Rhode Island, is a published 
author and frequent contributor to these pages. His 
most recent book is Migrant Soul (fargum Press.) 
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the Intricacy of the pinnacle of life it
self, the human being, culminating In 
his astounding possession of con
sciousness. Life, it seems, digests dis
order and produces order. And life's 
apogee is Man. Indeed, even the ob
jectiVe secular observer is forced to 
concede the ultimate "anti-entropy" 
status to life, for the astronomical or
dering of stellar matter is, even in his 
perspective, perceived as the prelude 

·: 

What has all this to do with Klal 
Yisroel? Perhaps much. 

AT THE TOP OF THE PYRAMID 

T:e hierarchy of things created, 
ur seforim hakedoshim tell 

us, has the realm of the Inani
mate forming the base of the pyra
mid, the most plentiful and least de
veloped piece of Creation. The veg eta-

The Jew displays the remarkable ability to utilize 
spiritual disorder toward the goal of even greater 
self-development and service of the Divine. He is, as 
such, humanity's answer to spiritual entropy. 

to the appearance of life itself. 
It might therefore be stated that 

the conscious human being, stand
ing, as he does, at the apex of all liv
ing things, is the ultimate manifesta
tion of the very opposite of what in 
most closed systems, is the rule
namely, entropy. 

tive world is the next, higher, stra
tum-less plentiful than the inani
mate, but more elaborate. The animal 
kingdom is next in the progression, 
followed by Man. The pyramid, how
ever, is not yet complete; accorded the 
ultimate position, at the very peak, is 
the Jew. 
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That status is not a vanity, but a 
signillcant statement: 

Just as each level of the wiiverse rep
resents a more ordered state than the 
one below it, so mustthe Jews be the ul
timate antagonists of entropy, possess
ing the greatest potential for resisting 
deterioratioTL 

In other words, what life is to the 
inanimate world, truly Jewish life is 
to simple human existence. 

The entropy so debilitating to the 
inanimate realm of rocks and river
beds takes the form of various forces 
of dissolution, against which the in
animate is wholly defenseless. All is 
slowly worn away by the natural 
quest for randomness, and the inani
mate possesses no power to reverse 
the relentless process of demolition. 

The concept of life, which intro
duces into the universe the elements 
of growth and development, repre
sents a victory of sorts over that de
fenselessness. There is, at least tem
porarily, a determined increase of or
der. the living development of each 
organism. Individual living things, of 
course, are no more immune to even
tual decay than are inanimate enti
ties. but until they meet their fate 
their existence is one of development 
and self-organization. 

Humanity. graced with conscious
ness, goes a step further in its resis
tance to the concept of entropy. Its 
individuals, too, are fated to physical 
dissolution; but the awareness, 
which is the very hallmark of being 
human. transcends mere physical 
existence. Man is not limited to 
simple biological life; he lives on a 
higher level as well. He-if accepting 
of his potential-shows determina
tion to develop, to build, to order and 
to improve his spiritual life, his essen
tial self. in an exclusively human way. 

And that characteristically human 
growth, the evolution of self, is sub
ject. no less than the physical state, 
to the ravages of erosion by outside 
force. It is subject not to decay in the 
material sense. but to what might be 
called entropy of the human spirit. 

The vicissitudes of con
scious life, the problems. 
pain, and tragedies of our ex
istence, are the forces that 
wear the human spirit 
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down. The minor aches and pains. no 
less than the Existential Problems, 
are forces, each In its own large or 
small way, of breaking the human 
determination to grow; they are forces 
of spiritual entropy. 

RESOLUTENESS, NOT 
DEMORALIZATION 

ch biings us to the Jew. 
e Jew, as a manifestation 
G-d, who has the power to 

create ex nihilo-J'N)JW>, is the repre
sentation of anti-entropy in creation. 
So much so, that the vety forces that 
wculd destroy others serve as a source 
of strength and growth to the Jew. 

Thus, Chazal inform us, tiibula
tions, tragedies, pain and distress, 

Examples of Jewish 
fortitude born of disaster 
are legend, both on the 
individual and collective 
levels. Closest to us, 
though, is one of the 
most brilliant: the Jewish 
response to the 
Holocaust. 

evoke a particular, and peculiar, re
action from KlaI YisroeL The Jewish 
people is humbled by them, but is 
stimulated, as well. Resoluteness, not 
demoralization, is the reaction; self
betterment, the result. 

The Jew, in other words, displays 
the remarkable ability to utilize spiii
tual disorder toward the goal of even 
greater self-development and service 
of the Divine. He is, as such, human
ity's answer to spiritual entropy. 

Upon hearing the horiific threats 
of the Tochacha, the warning of the 
consequences of the Jews' refusal to 
shoulder thetr responsibility to G-d, 
the people-we are told by the 
Midrash-paled from shock and fear. 
Until, that is, they heard the first 
words of the parsha that follows the 
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Tochacha-and 
the implication 
those words: 

"Atem nitzavim 
hayom ... You are 
standing today ... "
"Why [, Moshe asked the Jews,] will 
other nations meet thetr destruction 
yet you will always remain standing? 
The others, when tragedy overcomes 
them, only angrily kick, and utter not 
G-d's Name. But you bend, when 
pain descends, and humble 
yourselves ... The cutses give you exist
ence''-Yalkut, Devartm29. 

JEWISH FORTITUDE, 
BORN OF DISASTER 

T orture does not break the Jews: 
it fortifies them. Examples of 
Jewish fortitude born of disas

ter are legend, both on the individual 
and collective levels. Closest to us, 
though, is one of the most biilliant: the 
Jewish response to the Holocaust. 

From the crucible the Nazis built 
for European Jewty emerged not a 
charred, weakened and bitter cinder, 
but a galvanized, potent and resolute 
brand. As soon as they physically 
could, the faithful survtvors set about 
the holy task of replanting the seeds 
of their entire people's national es
sence, the love, study and observance 
of Torah. Yeshivas were established 
and religious communities begun on 
what had until then been strange, 
even forbidding, shores. The germi
nation of those seeds, and the phe
nomenal bursting into blossom of the 
resultant flowers have been called 
wondrous events, but the planters' 
determination, their faith and re
bound, are the true marvels. 

And, in truth, the edifying effect of 
the century's paradigmatic horror 
has not been limited to Jews with To
rah-awareness. Many of us cannot 
help but sigh resignedly when we wit
ness the Holocaust being trans
formed by hlstoiically short-sighted 
fellow Jews into some sort of new "Ju
daism" itself. We cringe at the blind 
isolating of one manifestation of the 
Jew's uniqueness from the full impli
cation of his having been chosen by 
Hashem and gifted with His law. We 
watch as commissions are named. 
memoiials built, books written, and 
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movies produced; one cynic re
marked that there seemed to be "no 
business like Shoah business." 

Yet, with all of our larger perspec
tive as Torah-true Jews, can any of us 
deny that the horrible manifestation 
of the Tochacha that decimated East
ern European Jewry has managed, 
amazingly, to affect the insipidity, the 
platitude, the spiritual parve-ness, 
which the Enlightenment shoveled 
down to modem Jewish identity? Be
lief and observance may still be seem
ingly distant destinations for most 
Jews, but no longer is the epithet 
"Jew" a source of shame or discom
fort to even the least ripe members of 
our people. It has become again, for 
all Jews, a title of proud and essen
tial identity, a direct result, for many, 
of the raw power of surviving the Ho
locaust. And while that newfound 
identification of many Jews may be a 
far cry from the full import ofliving a 
fully Jewish life, we would be unduly 
harsh to see it as anything less than 
the all-Important first step in the right 
direction. 

A further example: the emergence 
of Medinas Yisroel after the Holo
caust, with all its attendant prob
lems, bears eloquent testimony to the 
Jewish will to survive, even when the 
ashes of destruction are still hot. 

The simple fact: Incomprehensible 
as it remains, the Holocaust has in 
some ways left Kial Yisroel stronger. 

For strength is the Jewish re
sponse to tragedy. 

OF LOSS, PAIN, AND RETURN 

P erhaps Chazal even intended 
something of that idea when 
they deemed inclusion in 

hester panim (the seeming 
"hiddenness" of Hashem, i.e. perse
cution and tragedy) an identifying 
factor of membership in the Jewish 
people (Chagiga 5a). That statement 
may go beyond the simple idea that 
all Jews share a common, and at 
times difficult, destiny; it might not 
only be describing the fate, but out
lining the true test of a Jew, namely 
his particular reaction to those 
very destructive elements that 
chip away irreparably at most 
human beings. ,,,,._,. 

One unmistakable utiliza-

tion of the idea of the Jew as anti-en
tropic can be found, almost in pass
ing, in the writings of Rabbi Eliyahu 
Eliezer Dessler, ?"lit. After noting the 
very Midrash quoted above, he iden
tifies the very ability to "do teshuva," 
to achieve true repentance, with the 
concept of extracting growth from 
pain. The Jew's ability not only to 
withstand pain but to utilize it for 
good is manifest In the special rela
tionship the Jews have with the very 
idea of true repentance. 

For the process of repentance, Rav 
Dessler explains, must necessarily 
begin with pain, the stinging feeling of 
contradiction that a Jew feels when 
he comes to realize that his actions or 
thoughts are not In step with what a 
Jew's should be. The agony of that 
confrontation with one's own hypoc
risy is a source of terrible personal 
pain, and the very fuel of teshuva, The 
full embrace-not the escapist de
nial-{)f that discomfort, with all its 
implications and its potential for 
growth is the means for the metamor
phosis ofa Jewish sinner into a purer 
example of the species: 

"When a person ... feels the internal 
contradiction and is embarrassed 
with all his heart, he thereby creates 
in his soul a new existence, a new life. 
Which is the intent of the holy books 
[which state] that teshuva is of the 
genre of 'resurrection of the dead'." 
As we are carried once more by the 

holy and Inexorable flow of Torah
time toward the days of judgment, the 
days of teshuva, this concept of the 
Jewish utilization of pain becomes an 
invaluable one. 

It is all too easy. enveloped as we 
become in the undeniable awe of the 
time, to feel more helpless than in
spired, more hopeless than deter
mined, to lose that vital germ of hap
piness which make the YomimNoraim 
veritable yomim tovim, as well. We 
feel, after all-and rightfully so-the 
pain of our realization of what we are 
and what we're not. 

But the anguish we feel when we 
look at ourselves seriously. when we 
take stock of our Jives, need not be a 
meaningless pain. It is, In a sense, 

even our greatest asset-and 
brightest hope. Because, for a 
Jew, pain is not pointless. It is, 
rather, a signal-and an op-

portunity-for growth. • 
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Ben Hillel 

The Dance of the Waters: 
The Joy of Succos 

WHEN MEN OF SPIRIT 
CELEBRATE 

A ccording to the Mishna, "He 
who has not seen the rejoicing 
at the Simchas Beis Ha

Sho'eva has never seen rejoicing in 
his life" (Succa, 5la). TheMishnahere 
describes the unique joy of the 
Simchas Beis HaSho'eiva, the cel
ebrations in the Beis HaMikdash on 
Succos, which, Rashi(Succa50a) tells 
us, refer specifically to the Nissuch 
Hamayim, 1 the water-libations per
formed on the Mizbe'ach (altar). As 
the Prophet says, 'Therefore withjoy 
shall you draw water" (Isaiah 12,3). 

These celebrations-starting at the 
conclusion of the first day of the fes
tival, 2 and held on each day of Chol 
HaMoed (the Intermediate Days)
began after the Mmcha sacrifice, and 
continued for the rest of the day and 
the entire night. They exuded a joy, 
as the Mishna attests, which sur
passed any other. 

The Rambam (Hilchos Lu/av 8: 12) 
explains that while we are required to 
rejoice on all our festivals, there was 
special rejoicing in the Mikdash on 
Succos, as it says, "You shall njoice 
before your G-d seven days" (Vayikra 

This article originated as an essay featured in the 
Torah Thoughts column of 7he Jewish 1hbune, a 
weekly newspaper published in London by 
Agudath Israel of Great Britain. 
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23,40). Yet the Mishna (Taanis 30b) 
also teaches that there were no 
Yomim Tovim (festivals) in Yisroel 
like Yam HaKippurim 3 and the Fif
teenth of Av. As a day of forgiveness 
and atonement and the day upon 
which the Second Luchos ffablets of 
the Law) were given to Moshe 
Rabbeinu, it can be readily under
stood why YomHaKippurimwas a fes
tive day. What extra dimension ofjoy
inspiring Avodas Hashem (Divine 
service) does Succos contribute
coming, as it does, immediately after 
the ultimate joy of experiencing the 
atonement of Yam HaKippurim? 

The Mishna's description of the 
Simchas Beis HaSho'eiva can here be 
of help: "Men of piety and good deeds 
used to dance before them with lighted 
torches in thetr hands and sing songs 
and praises" (Succa 51 b). The 
Rambam (ibid., 8: 14) explains that 
while it was a mitzva to celebrate to the 

1 Mishna, Succa48a; the water was brought to the 
Mikdash in a golden flagon from the Shiloach 
Spring, and poured-concurrently with the 
Nissuch Hayayin of the Tamid shel Shachar-on 
the Mizbe'ach 
2 See Taanis 3a. Rabbi Yehuda ben Basyra finds 
the first allusion to the Nissuch Hamayim in the 
order of Korbanosfor the second day ofSuccris {and 
hence the performance of the Nissuch Hamayim 
begins on the second day). 
3 Redak learns that the joyous annual festivities of 
the Jews of Shilo were celebrated on Yam 
HaKippwim{seeShojtim21. I9~22). 

greatest extent possible at the 
Simchas Beis Hasho'eiva, those who 
are ignorant of Torah, or were other
wise without spiritual distinction, took 
no leading part therein. Only great 
talmidei chachamim, roshei yeshivas, 
and members of the Sanhedrin-el
ders and men of piety and good 
deeds-danced, clapped hands, made 
music, and entertained in the 
Mikdash. Everyone else-men and 
women-<:ame to watch and listen. 

THE ROLE OF DANCING IN JOY 

Tiere is another aspect of the 
xpression of joy associated 

with Succos that begs for clari
fication. The Gemom (Pesachim 109a) 
teaches that the mitzva of 
"Vesomachto be'chagecho-And you 
shall rejoice in your festivals," 
(Devarim 16,4) is fulfilled by consum
ing meat (of the korban shlomim, in 
times of the Beis HaMikdash) and 
wine (Rambam, Hilchos Yom Tov 
6: 18); dance does not figure in the 
Torah as a manifestation of simcha. 
Yet here, at the Simchas Beis 
Hasho'eiva, the tzaddikim expressed 
thetr joy through dancing. 

The Rambam (ibid. 8: 15) further 
explains that the act of rejoicing in the 
service of Hashem is traced to David 
HaMelech. who "leaped and danced 
before the L-rd," (2 Shmuel 6,16) on 
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returning the Aron Hakodesh-the 
Holy Ark-to Yerushalayim. How 
does the Rambam derive the festivi
ties of the Simchas Beis Has ho' eiva 
from David's rejoicing? 

Tilis becomes clear by returning to 
the Gemora on rejoicing on Succos: 

Rabbi Yehuda and Rabbi !no differ; 
one of them taught "sho'eiva" 
(drawing)' and the other taught 
"chashuva" (important). Mar Zutra 
obseived, "He who teaches sho'eiva is 
not in error, since it is written 
(Yishayahu 12,3), 'And you shall draw 
water in joy,' and he who teaches 
chashuva is not in error, as Rabbi 
Nachman stated, 'It is an important 
precept, dating from the very ere~ 
ation'" (Succa50b). 
Rabbi Nachman teaches us here 

that the origin-and hence the reason 
for the Importance-of the Nissuch 
Hamayim goes back to the Time of 
Creation, when the Shittim, the pits 
under the Mizbe'ach into which the 
water (and wine) flowed during the li
bations, were fashioned (ibid. 49a).5 

Yet the laws of the Nissuch Hamayim 
were given orally to Moshe Rabbeinu 
at Sinai (ibid. 44a). Why does the 
Gemora affirm the importance of the 
Nissuch Hamayim to originate from 
its historic descent, and not from its 
Sinaitic Command? 

History figures greatly here, for 
Rashi (Bereishis 2,6, quoting the 
Midrash) explains that G-d created 
Adam from the dust of the ground, as 
a baker makes his dough. But G-d 
had no water with which to form His 
dough! The upper waters would not 
come down because they wished to be 
sanctified to G-d as part of man's 
avoda (e.g .. that man should pray for 
them to descend to Earth as rain
Rashi, ibid. 2,5). G-d then implored 
the lower waters to rise, but they too 
refused. "Woe is us," they cried, "that 
we did not merit to go up and be near 
our Creator." They too had wished 
only to be used in the service of G-d 
through man's avoda (Pachad 
Yltzchok). 

4 Tosafos-citing the Yerushalm~leams that from 
the intense simcha of the Simchas Beis 
HaSho'eiua---which caused the Shechina to rest 
thereupon-they drew ruach haKodesh. Yonah 
ben Amittai (the Prophet Jonah), visiting 
Yerushalayim, become a navi on this day. 
5 The school of Rabbi Yishmael taught: "Bereishi">'
read not 'Bereishis,' but 'bara shis' (He created the 
pits under the Mizbe'ach). 
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Dance does not figure in the Torah as a 
manifestation of simcha (joy}. Yet here, at the 
Simchas Beis Hasho'eiva, the tzaddikim expressed 
their joy through dancing. 

And so it was that, in reward for 
this noble quest, the lower waters 
were given the privilege of being 
poured during the festival of Succos 
onto the Mizbe'ach, standing as it did 
upon the site of Man's creation 
(Bereishis Rabba 14:8). The Nissuch 
Hamayim not only recalls, but re-en
acts, the very creation of Man. 

THE GREATNESS 
OF CREATIVITY, 

THE JOY OF HUMILlTY 

'Then the L-rd G-d formed the 
man from the dust of the 
ground and breathed into 

his nostrils the breath of life, and man 
became a living soul" (Bereishis 2,7). 
It is this dependence upon G-d, the 
Source of Life, that the Nissuch 
Hamayim teaches. Whilst man can 
re-enact the act of Creation. he can
not "create": he can make a "dough," 
but he cannot make "man." Without 
the breath oflife, he remains but dust 
and water. 

Large Selection Of 
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Herein lies the lesson of the 
Nissuch Hamayim. herein lies its joy! 
Man's awareness of his insignifi
cance and impotence before G-d re
creates him anew; he who recognizes 
the subservience of his body to his 
soul overcomes the drives of that 
body that bring him to sin. 6 He re
turns-at the place of man's atone
ment, going even beyond that atone
ment-to the moment of Man's Cre
ation, to the status of Adam 
HaRishon before he sinned. He who 
was cleansed through Yorn 
HaKippurim of the sins of his past is 
now on Succos cleansed-by identi
fying with the waters of the Nissuch 
Hamayim-of the very urge to sin. 7 

6 Rambam {YesodeiHaToroh4) teaches that a per
son acquires fear of Hashem by contemplating his 
own ineptitude before Hirn. to the point where he re
alizes that he is a lowly creature before his Master. 
7 Sanhedrin 97a, Rabbi Katina said, ~Six thousand 
years shall the world exist, and one thousand years 
it shall be desolate. tt The Vilna Gaon teaches that the 
avoda of Yorn HaKippurim corresponds to the seventh 
span of a thousand years. In the eighth millennium
to which Succos alludes-man will be created anew. 
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He becomes hereby a renewed ves
sel to receive the gift: oflife. There can 
be no greater cause for rejoicing! 

THE DANCE OF 
KING DAVID 

'Therefore will I play before 
the L-rd, and I will be more 
lightly esteemed than this, 

holding myself lowly ... " (2 Shmuel 
21,22). The Rambam (ibid, 8: 15) ex
plains that when David Hamelech 
"leaped and danced" before 
Hashem, humbling himself before 
Him-and before the Aron 
Hakodesh-he attained true great
ness and honor, Dovid negated his 
entire being to the service of G-d, ig
noling the contempt and delision 8 

of those who felt his rejoicing to be 
unseemly for a king. David 
Hamelech's body acted in accor
dance with the dictates of his soul; 
he "leaped and danced" as an ex
pression of his love for G-d, By re
linquishing claims to greatness and 
honor, he hereby acquired them, 

The Maharal (Be'er Hagolah 4) 
teaches that when a person dances 
a holy dance, his body is uplifted 
with the ecstasies of his soul; his 
legs-the limbs furthest removed 
from his intellect, the greatest physi
cality-move in accordance with 
sound-mere vibration, the least of 
all physicalities, In dancing, the 
body becomes the servant of the 
soul, an appendage of its will, It is 
thus only those who have mastery 
over their bodies who are able to 
"dance." 

This was the dancing of David 
Hamelech, and this was the dancing 
of the tzaddikim, who acknowledged 
most clearly their dependence upon 
Hashem At the site where man be
came a "living soul," they danced In 
joy to a Heavenly tune. In Future 
Times. it is they who will compose a 
chorus in Gan Eden, where they will 
be glad and will rejoice In His Salva
tion (Taanis 3la), • 

8 Michal, Dovid's wife, who criticized him for danc
ing ~as one of the low fellows (who) shamelessly 
uncovers himself,~ (6,20) failed to see the spiritual 
motivation of his dancing, She was subsequently 
punished through begetting no child until the day 
she died (6,23, when she died in child-birth). 
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EUyahu Grossman 

'' .. .And Never the 'IWain Should Meet'' 
On The Merger Of The FTOR With The UTJ 

A TIME TO CELEBRATE? 

I n one of the most astonishing 
developments on the American 
Jewish scene in recent years, the 

Fellowship of Traditional Orthodox 
Rabbis (FTOR) announced this past 
summer that it would merge with, 
and be absorbed into, the Union for 
Traditional Judaism (UTJ). Accord
ing to statements to the press, this 
union is to be based on a joint affir
mation of halacha. 

The FTOR, reportedly embracing 
some 50 to 100 members, is a group 
of rabbis generally identified as "left
wing Orthodox" who were first ousted 
from, but later reaccepted into, the 
Rabbinical Council of America. The 
UTJ, which counts 8000 member 
families and 350 rabbis, had its be
ginntngs as part of the Conservative 
movement and was indeed formerly 
called the Union for Traditional Con
servative Judaism. The move has 
been described in the press as "an in
terdenominational merger" creating a 

Rabbi Grossman is a talmid of New York area 
yeshivas and is currently involved in Torah dis~ 
semination activities. 
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new place that both Conservative and 
Orthodox rabbis could call "home," 
forming a bridge between the Conser
vative and Orthodox outlooks. 

On the surface, this merger would 
seem cause for celebration. For one, 
the new Union for Traditional Juda
ism has much to capture the senti
ment. Many Orthodox Jews have long 
maintained that sincere Conservative 
Jews, if committed to Jewish tradition, 
will eventually recognize the internal 
inconsistencies of their own move
ment and even forsake It. Enter this 
group, which-upset at the reforms of 
the Conservative movement-decided 
first to form Its own faction within 
Conservatism, and, after seven years, 
to break away from it entirely. 

The immediate trigger for the 
group's formation was the decision by 
the Conservative movement's Jewish 
Theological Seminary (JTS) to ordain 
women as rabbis. More generally, 
Union members were chagrined at 
what has been called the Conserva
tive movement's "democratization of 
the halachic process" in disregarding 
the opinion of the senior Talmud and 
Jewish Law faculty of JTS on the is-

sue. Halacha is not democratic, but 
is determined by halachic authori
ties, the Union insisted. 

Moreover, members of the UTJ 
have expressed their dismay with the 
Conservative movement's long
standing, infamous ruling permitting 
driving on Shabbos to shuL They talk 
about reintroducing Jews to Taharas 
Hamishpacha. They are reportedly 
even willing to consider abandoning 
the original trademark Conservative 
concession to modernity, the 
mechitza-less synagogue. 

The move, however, that has 
proven to be the most symbolic, if not 
the most substantive, was the drop
ping of the "Conservative" label from 
their title. No longer the Union for 
Traditional Conservative Judaism, 
the UTJ now defines itself simply as 
a group committed to promoting 
halachic observance. Labels only di
vide people, it argues, and categoriz
ing Jews as Conservative or Orthodox 
is counterproductive. The emphasis 
must be on practice. 

Thus, by all appearances, a size
able group has defected from the 
Conservative Movement, and is seek-
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ing to redefine itself in a halacha
abiding context. 

Yet the name change undergone 
by the UTJ does not spell a difference 
in basic philosophy from the time the 
group was part of the Conservative 
movement. The UTJ itself has not 
even claimed as much. It has only 
sought to dissociate itself from the 
radical changes wrought in Conserva
tism. "Political" associations within 
the religious community is what the 
UTJ decries, if you read its statements. 

The Union ofTraditional Judaism, 
for its part, has never identified itself 
as a vartety of"modem Orthodox" (al
though its spokesmen have failed to 
protest when commentators in the 
media with their own agendas have 
tagged the group as such in rational
izing the alliance with the FfOR). 

The move by the Fellowship ofTra
ditional Orthodox Rabbis (FfOR), on 
the other hand, is far more radical 
and appalling than anything this left
wing group has ever ventured before. 
True, members of the FTOR have 
never been distinguished by a me
ticulous adherence to established 
norms in halacha. Many of them min
ister to synagogues with mixed seat
ing. The group is on record as ex
pressing approval of interdenomina
tional cooperation for conversions of 
the type that was sponsored by the 
Denver rabbinate ten years ago (see 
JO, Jan. '84) and has been roundly 
condemned for this stance by one and 

all, including the RCA. Yet they do 
wish to identify as Orthodox. Perhaps 
they saw UT J's shedding of the Con
servative label as confirmation of the 
theory that their brand of "enlight
ened" halacha observance will win 
adherents even from among Jews of 
more liberal bent. But the FfOR is ei
ther totally blinded in its assessment 
of the UT J, or is willing to clearly part 
ways with orthodox Judaism - even 
spelling orthodox with a small "o." 

But let us not simply make asser
tions about the UTJ's provenance 
and direction. Let us take at face 
value its members' desire not to be 
tarred with the Conservative brush. 
Let us agree to eschew labels. Let us 
look at what they believe, and see how 
it conforms with halacha-especially 
Hikhos Dei'os. Let us hear the words 
of some of the leaders of the UTJ 
themselves. 

AS THE UTJ VIEWS ITSELF 

'The Union for Traditional 
Conservative Judaism was 
established to address these 

failures [of the Conservative move
ment to live up to its avowed goals]," 
reads the editor's introduction to one 
of the group's miginal publications 
when still called the UTCJ. "All too of
ten," he lamented, "members of Con
servative congregations who are seri
ous about observing mitzvot are la
beled 'Orthodox' and given the loud 
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and clear message, You're not really 
ConseJVative.'" The new group there
fore aimed, he wrote, "to forcefully 
project a Traditional Jewish ideology 
[note the foreshadowing of the name 
change) - an approach to Judaism 
which is deeply rooted in the tlwught 
of the founders of Conseroative Juda
ism"' (emphasis ours) 

TRADITIONAUSM-WITHOUT 
FUNDAMENTALS 

T he latter two citations give a 
glimpse of what lay leaders of 
the new UTJ believe. Let us 

look at what some of its rabbinical 
leaders have written. 

A forthrtght article of self-definition 

The move has been described in the press as "an 
interdenominational merger" creating a new place 
that both Conservative and Orthodox rabbis could 
call "home," forming a bridge between the 
Conservative and Orthodox outlooks. On the surface, 
this merger would seem cause for celebration. 

In the same pamphlet, Douglas 
Aronin, recording secretary of the 
then-UTCJ and currently a vice presi
dent of the new Union for Traditional 
Judaism, wrote: "I believe ... that a 
significant number of Jews can be 
motivated to accept halachic author
ity without accepting a fundamental
ist view of revelation.'' Interestingly, 
he goes on to say: 

''The history of the Conservative 
movement ... seems to be powerful 
evidence for the Orthodox claim that 
failure to accept the premise that ev
ery word of the Torah was literally re
vealed to Moses on Mount Sinai ren
ders widespread violation of Halacha 
tnevitable.'' He then goes on to argue, 
"While Conservatism hadn't worked 
to date, that didn't necessarily mean 
thatit couldn'twork," saying that this 
would be the aim of the group. 

It would be foolish to assume that 
Arontn, tn his current role as a UTJ of
ficial, has changed his beliefs. Indeed, 
Miriam Kletn Shapiro, president of the 
group when the word "ConseJVative" 
was dropped, told the press: "I remain 
a committed Conservative Jew, and 
there are committed Orthodox Jews tn 
our organization. "2 

1 Cornerstone, Volume l, Number l. Shevat 5748 
(1988). 
2 ~conservative group to vote on name change but 
won't drop ties,H New York Jewish Week, May 25, 
1990. 

entitled "A Non-Fundamentalist Tra
ditionalism" appeared in the same 
UTCJ publication as Arontn's piece, 
authored by Rabbi David Novak, who 
is a vice president of the new UTJ and 
one of the creators and faculty mem
bers of its "Metivta," the Institute for 
Traditional Judaism. (The Institute, 
incidentally, was founded while the 
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UTJ was still the UCTJ and has un
dergone no change tn thrust or phi
losophy.) 

In that article, Novak takes issue 
with the assumption that "tradition
alists are supposed to be wholly 
united in the rejection of biblical criti
cism as something which would ir
reparably damage a Jew's acceptance 
of the full authority of the Halakhah.'' 
Regardtng the belief "that revelation 
produced Scripture, which in turn 
produced the Halakhah," he asks his 
readers to examtne "whether this fun
damentalist model of revelation is the 
only model upon which to base ob
seJVance of Halakhah." 

Further, he claims that the "atti
tude that every word in ... [the 
Pentateuch] was written down by 
Moses himself' is empirical and 
hence "can be challenged by the em
pirical discipline ofbiblical criticism.'' 
Why, then, observe halacha? An
swers Novak: "Even if one accepts the 
assumption common to all the bibli
cal critics that the Pentateuch is 
made up of various documents (J, E, 
P, D, etc.), which were written down 
at dtfferent times by different people, 
one can still view it as a unity because 
of its acceptance as such in subse
quent Jewish history.'' 

The Jewish Observer, October 1992 
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Novak has never, to our knowl
edge, changed his mind about this. 
Contrast this with the Baraisa cited 
by the Gemora in Sanhedrin (99a), in 
a chapter that-note well-<leals with " 
halachic ramifications of belief and 
disbelief in the basics of Judaism: 

" •For the word of G-d he dis
graced'-this refers to one who says 
Torah is not from Heaven. And even if 
he said 'The whole Torah entirely is 
from Heaven except for this particular 
verse ... I or] this derivation, this kal 
va-chomer ... -this is 'For the word of 
G-d he disgraced."' 

The Rambam, in Hikhos Teshuva 
3:8, is even more explicit in his codi
fication of this concept in halacha. 
His words here bear additionally on 
other statements from the leaders of 
theUTJ: 

" ... {Among those that] are consid
ered 'kofrim baTorah' (deny the To
rah) are: Someone who says that the 
Torah is not from G-d-even if only 
one verse, even if only one word-if 
he says Moshe said it from his own 
mouth, this is a kofer baTorah. And 
similarly someone who denies its 
[the Torah's! interpretation, that is, 

tQJ1fJf11 f~Jl uJfO UJOS 
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the Oral Torah, and someone who 
contradicts its teachers. as did 
Zaddok and Boethus ... is a kofer 
baTorah." 
But Novak says that you are a Tra

ditional Jew as long as you follow tra
ditional Jewish practice-even if you 
subscribe to his radical departure 
from traditional Jewish belief, the 
vei:y belief that has always been the 
underpinning of this practice and is 
enshrined in its vei:y code. 

Such an approach, of course, Is 
decidedly non-traditional, and gives 
the lie to both facets of the Institute 
for Traditional Judaism's declared 
motto: "genuine faith and intellectual 
honesty," assuming that classical 
Judaism is what is meant. 

THE ROOTS OF 
A CONSERVATIVE TRADITION 

bbl Salomon Faber. another 
ounder and facully member 
f the Institute, wrote in the 

AlgemeinerJoumalin 1991. in a look 
back at the school's first year of ex
istence. that it represents "a histort
cal continuity with the Judisch 
Theologisches Seminar in Breslau 
(1854-1938) founded by Rabbi 
Zechartah Frankel. "3 

For those unfamiliar with this his
torical personality, Zechartah Frankel, 
as described in the Encyclopedia 
Judaica, "aimed at a synthesis between 
the historic conservative conception 
and contemporai:y needs, through 
gradual organic reform. Becoming the 
spiritual leader of the party advocating 
'moderate' reforms, he founded the so
called 'positivist-histortcal' which later 
influenced the Conseivative movement 
in the United States." 

What makes Faber's description 
all the more interesting is that 
Frankel's following was gathered out 
of those who were disenchanted with 
the radical changes of the Reform 
movement of his time. These tradi
tionalists insisted on "historical posi
tivism" and adherence to tradition in 
practice, while at the same time 
breaking with traditional Jewish be
lief. The similartties of the UT J's path 
are strtking. Consider what came of 
the Breslau-centered movement. 

3 "Vu Halt Men in der 'Mesivta Lelimudei 
Hayahadus," February 8, 1991. 
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THE MESORA, ACCORDING 
TOTHEUTJ 

TierectorofthelnstituteforTra
ditional Judaism and spiritual 
mentor of the UTJ is Professor 

David Weiss Halivni. A Talmudic 
prodigy in his native Hungary who 
was orphaned during the Holocaust, 
he attended one of the classical 
Amertcan yeshivas upon bis arrtval in 
this countiy, but left to study at the 
Jewish Theological Seminary, the 

d'Gemara" -the text of the Gemora--
was composed by a group whom he 
calls the "Stammaim" who, he says, 
often did not know fully what the ear
lier Amoraim actually said, and erred 
in shaping the Amoraim's words ac
cording to their own understanding. 
He, Halivni, through bis analysis and 
comparison of texts-and his own 
reasoning-can see their "mistakes. "6 

He goes even a step further: "Our 
aim is to find alternatives to the 
dechukim !hard-pressed statements] 

In other words, the authors of the Gemora did not 
always know what the Amoraim were talking about, 
but Halivni does. Aside from the appalling assault on 
the integrity of our sages' transmission-one that 
undermines the entire mesora of Yiddishkei~the 
hubris is incredible. 

spirttual center of the Conservative 
movement. There he remained from 
1955 to 1986. 

In the preface to bis major work, he 
thanks leaders of Conservative Juda
ism: Rabbi Dr. Louis Finkelstein, the 
late chancellor of the Seminary, as 
"the gaon of deed and thought who, 
from the day I entered his circle 
looked after my welfare .. .''; and Rabbi 
Saul Lieberman, professor of Talmud 
at JTS, "my teacher and rebbe ... 
who-when I was at a crossroads
took me and brought me into the 
gates of true Torah .... "4 

This magnum opus, five out of ten 
projected volumes of which have been 
completed, is a crttical analysis of the 
Talmud that questions the reliability 
of the Talmudic sages themselves. 

"Then there is 'higher crtticism,"' 
he explained to 'The New York Times 
in 1976. 'The question is not, 'What 
does the text say?' but What should 
it say?'"5 

Specifically, the theory to which 
Professor Halivni has devoted his 
life's work is that the "stamma 

4 Mekorot Umesorot. Jewish Theological Seminary 
of America, Volume l, Preface. My translation. 
5 New York Times Magazine, September, 1976. 
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in the Gemara even when they are not 
from the Stammaim.''7 

In other words, the authors of the 
Gemora did not always know what 
they were talking about, but Halivni 
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does. Aside from the appalling as
sault on the lntegrtty of our sages' 
transmission-one that undermines 
the entire mesora of Yiddishkeit-the 
hubrts is incredible. 

Halivni acknowledges that bis ap
proach is rwtthe traditional one. How 
can he claim that our sages erred and 
still advocate traditional Jewish prac
tice? By positing a "double vertty" 
theory-that both bis truth arrtved at 
through crtticism of the Talmud, and 
the truth of halacbic tradition that it 
contradicts, can exist simultaneously 
and operate on different planes. But 
he assigns real truth to his approach: 
"Systemic halakbic guidelines may 
safeguard halakbic correctness, but 
not necessartly guarantee objective 
truth," hewrttes.8 

He does concede: "The rabbis 
6 In the introduction to the third volume of his 
work, Halivni writes: "If the completion, the elabo
ration, and the additions were done by the 
Stammaim, several generations after the Amoraim, 
it is likely that sometimes they did not know what 
the Amoraim said and did not understand their 
words correctly, and the additions are not always 
according to the approach and the spirit of the 
Amoraim, and therefore their interpretations can 
be challenged.~ Mekorot Umesorot. Volume 3, In
troduction pp. 12-13. My translation. 
7 Ibid. 
8 Peshat and Derash, Oxford University Press, 
1991, p. 93. 
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never affirmed a double-verity 
theory .... They would have instinc
tively recoiled from any kind of di
chotomy that divides truth tnto two 
realms, study and practice ... contra
dictmyyet complementary.''9 So. even 
on its own terms, his approach is 
clearly notJewish tradition's. Yet this 
very approach underlies the program 
of the Institute for Traditiona!Juda
ism,10 and the Union for Traditional 
Judaism looks to HaliVni as its most 
esteemed spiritual mentor. 

We might add that even from 
purely an intellectual standpoint, 
the far-fetchedness of Halivni's at
tempted reconciliation is astounding 
from a man whose life's work is to 
correct the "dechukim" of the Tal
mud. And yet the Union for Tradi
tional Judaism, its Institute, and its 
goal to promote devotion to halacha 
with "intellectual honesty" are built 
to a large extent on this tortured con
tortion! 

FROM REJECTION OF THE 
SAGES TO QUESTIONING 

THE TORAH 

E rosion ofbelieftn the reliabil
ity of our Sages is not where 
Halivni's approach ends. He 

even applies a chisel to the holy of ho
lies ?"1. 

\l Ibid .. p. 102 
io "Our Institute will make extensive use of this 
{Halivni'sj approach,~ reads the ITJ brochure. 
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He has a problem, one that has 
drawn much commentary over the 
ages: how does the mesora include 
halachos that seem to contradict 
the plain meaning of the written 
Torah? (An example is "an eye for 
an eye," which the Oral Law 
teaches us to mean monetary com
pensation.) Halivni rejects all Torah 
tradition on the subject, and pro
poses his own answer-one that 
even academic scholars can recog
nize is convoluted. 

for perpetuity, but was not able to 
expunge all the errors tn the Torah 
itself. So he left them in. And it took 
2500 years before HaliVni discovered 
what happened. 

In other words, halachic tradition 
was accurately preserved until the 
time of Ezra. but the Torah itself was 
not. So tnordinate, almostfanatical, is 
his commitment to his own intellec
tual theortes, that he stands reason it
self on its head, even as he dismisses 
the very fundament of the Jewish tra-

Even on its own terms, Halivni's approach is dearly 
not Jewish tradition's. Yet this very approach 
underlies the program of the Institute for Traditional 
Judaism, and the Union for Traditional Judaism looks 
to Halivni as its most esteemed spiritual mentor. 

While he wants to hold on to To
rah MiSinai and the "halacha tradi
tion." he asserts that "corruptions" 
entered the wrttten text of the Torah 
in the period of the first Beis 
Hamikdash (chas mi-l'hazkir!), 
when-he says-Jews did not focus 
on learning the text of the Torah. 
Ezra, though a recipient to prophetic 
revelation and heir to correct 
halachic tradition, says Halivni, 
could preserve the legacy of halacha 

dition that he claims to represent. 
Thus. tragically, the very last sen

tence of his book on the subject: 
"Even the doctrtnal certainty that the 
text of the Torah is prtstine can be 
dispensed with, indeed, must be, if 
such assurance [that halakhic be
havior accords with, and is sanc
tioned by, the divine will] can be 
earned." 11 

ll Ibid., p. 154 
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A DEVIANT ROAD, 
WELL TRAVELED 

W e have been down this road 
efore. Halivni's desperate in 
llectual rationale of holding 

on to the imperative of halacha 
moreso than to the credibility of the 
Written Torah reflects his personal 
want: to be a ''jrurri' Jew while a criti
cal scholar. That is why he left the 
Jewish Theological Seminary when it 
decided to ordain women rabbis 
(though he did stay for over thirty 
years, while the Conservative move
ment permitted chillul Shabbos). 

But it won't hold - not just theo
logically and intellectually, but 
practically. 

Zechariah Frankel traveled the 
same path, as we have seen. And it is 
instructive to cite the words of Profes
sor Solomon Schechter, founder of 
JTS and another proponent of the 
"positive-historical'' outlook. In his 
inaugural address, entitled The Semi· 
nary Ideal in 1902, he was forceful 
about tradition: 

"There is no other Jewish religion 
but that taught by the Torah and con
firmed by history and tradition ... [ex
emplified byJ such men as R. Saadya 
Gaon and R. Hai Gaon, Maimonides 
and Nachmanides, R. Joseph Caro 
and R. Isaac Abarbanel, Samson 
Raphael Hirsch and Abraham Geiger, 
and an innumerable host of other 
spiritual kings in Israel, all 'mighty in 
the battle ofTorah' .... "12 

The inclusion of that one last 
name, Abraham Geiger-the father of 
the Reform movement-as worthy of 
mention as "mighty in the battle of 
Torah" together with the greatest 
sages oflsrael-indicates the seed of 
the gradual deterioration of JTS and 
the Conservative movement into 
what it is today. 

It has been a common mistake of 
scholars nurtured in the real tradi
tional Jewish world, who drank from 
the wellsprings of Torah as taught 
through the generations, and who 
absorbed, in a youth spent at the cen-

12 -fhe Seminary Ideal: An Inaugural,tt published 
in The Jewi.sh Messenger, November 28. 1902. 
Grateful acknowledgement is made to Rabbi 
Moshe Kolodny, director of Agudath Israel's Ortho
dox Jewish Archives, for providing this source, as 
well as offertng other references and Insights. 
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ters ofTorah life, a feeling for authen
tic Jewish piety. to believe they can 
pass this on, too--even as they erode 
its moorings and teach alternative 
approaches-in their legacy to the fu
ture. Inevitably, however, what re
mains predominant is the spirit of 
deviation. By way of example: 

fection in scholarship according to 
the highest Western standards of 
rigor and discipline." 
Thus did Halivni eulogize Professor 

Saul Lieberman, who taught at the 
Jewish Theological Seminary for forty 
years, glorifying his legacy. He went 
on, asking: 

"His personality was shaped by the 
shtetl. His piety, his tastes, his ap
pearance and his conversation re
flected the norms, the mores, the id
iosyncrasies of Eastern European life. 
But his intellect strove to achieve per-

"Was he not troubled by a lack of 
synthesis between his emotional 
commitment and intellectual 
strivings?" 

He answers: 

Listen to. the Plea.of Our.<;reot f\oshei 
Yeshiva; Shliia, in these days of Awe 

There are many criteria by which people proclaim 
a man as a hero. We want to write you about a different kind 
of hero. A true hero that goes unsung and unnoticed in this 
world of "Sheker" (falseness). 

For obvious reasons we cannot disclose his name, but 
he is a Ben Torah, a kind hearted person who went 
into heavy debt and literally gave away the roof ove·r his head 
(he sold his apartment in Israel) in order to save fellow Jews 
from catastrophe. 

Unfortunately, he is now ill and penniless, with a wife 
and six small children who look to him for support. Without 
an apartment, he has to move every few months, is constantly 
harassed by debtors, and has nowhere to turn. 

Can we ignore the plea of such a great 
man? Dare we be deaf to his crying children 
when it was their father who sacrificed so 
much to help others? 

Dear Friend: In Heaven the real heroes are known and 
rewarded accordingly -- and those who helped them in their 
time of need will certainly have a share in that great reward. 

Don't be left out: Stand up and say, 
"I want to be counted among the friends of this areat man. 

Thank you in advance. May you never know poverty or 
illness -- only Parnosa Tova, happiness and good health: 

Sincerely, 

tAr' "f')J;,;,j /41t..., 
Horav Aryeh Malkiel Kotler 

Rosh HaYeshiva 
Beth Medrash Govoha 

Lakewood N.J. 

Hora0~£· [7 
Rosh HaYeshiva 

Mesivta Torah Vodaath 
Brooklyn N.Y. 

Please make ouryoot .tox detluctiblechecks. to 
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"He ... transcended whatever con
tradictions they contained by the 
sheer force of his towering personal
ity .... On a superficial level they seem 
incongruous. Ultimately they con
verge and supplement each other." 13 

As the editor's introduction to this 
eulogy notes, "a generation of Con
servative rabbis look up to Professor 
Lieberman as a role model of Torah 
scholarship and piety. "14 This genera
tion was the veiy one that permitted 
driving cars on Shabbos, maniages of 
kohanim to divorcees, and eventually 
allowed their rabbis to serve gay and 
lesbian congregations-all in open 
defiance of Torah law. 

One might argue that the Union for 
Traditional Judaism will avoid these 
mistakes-but the process has in fact 
already begun, right within the UTJ. 
Halivni Is in fact resolving those con· 
tradictions he said Lieberman tran
scended-resolving them by saying 
parts of the Torah are corruptions. 
And he is further embracing Novak, 
according to whose theories one 
needn't even bother, because you can 
subscribe to Biblical criticism. 

And there you have it, without the 
label Conservative, what the Union 
for Traditional Judaism stands for. 

DUE LEFT OF LEFT FIELD 

But what of the Fellowship of 
Traditional Orthodox Rabbis? 
While the UTJ was movmg out 

of the Conservative movement in the 
interests of promoting traditionalism, 
the FTOR was moVing away from con
ventional Orthodoxy. 

While the UTJ was reconsidering 
the institution of mixed-seating syna
gogues, many FTOR members, who 
serve mixed-seating congregations 
themselves but sought to remain 
identified as Orthodox, cited the gen
eral lack of acceptance by the Ortho
dox "establishment" for their own 
concession as one of the key points of 
their disaffection. 

Indeed, their complaints against 
mainline Orthodoxy have not been so 
much intellectual as practical. They 

13 Cornerstone, Ibid: with the complete text of the 
address published in Conservative Judaism. 
Spring 1986. 
14 From Cornerstone's introduction to Halivni's re
marks. 
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want understanding for, and conces
sions to, modern needs-giving 
women a place in the synagogue ritual 
and granting Conservative and Re
form rabbis a role in conversion rites 
are two examples. But the intellectual 
and ideological unorthodoxy of the 
UTJ have provided a hospitable con
text and pretext for the FTORs aims. 

To tum again to histoiy, this kind 
of union--{)f people playing loose with 
Jewish belief but wanting to preserve 
tradition against radical reform, 
joined by people coming the other 
way, from Orthodoxy, looking for dis
pensations of halacha motivated by 
other agendas-has proven to make 
for quite a combustible mix. The cur· 

the opportunity they afford to break 
the authority of conventional Ortho· 
dox halacha. 

And so, for the sake of permissive· 
ness---and of dealing with problems 
confrontingJewsina"modem"way
it has embraced kejim ba·Torah. Un· 
der the guise of saying the former "la· 
be!" of a group is not essential, its 
move to merge with the UTJ is saying 
that the foundations of Jewish belief 
and emunas chachamim are not es· 
sential. Under the guise of"intellectual 
honesty" and openness to the modem 
world, it is rejecting the ani mnamin 
be-eTl1111111 shleima of the Rambam 

The FTOR has crossed a line no 
one who identified as Orthodox ever 

Yes, we yearn to be united as one religious 
fellowship. And we can, indeed, be one religious 
fellowship. But only if we together embrace the same 
foundation of faith: the word of G-d as articulated in 
the Torah He gave us at Sinai, as interpreted by 
Chazal, and explained by the trusted transmitters of 
theMesora. 

rent merger is not unlike what hap· 
pened earlier in this centuiy. Many 
young men of the time, who grew up 
Orthodox but sought a more "mod
em" version of Judaism that would 
introduce mild reforms in Jewish 
practice, entered JTS-known as 
"Schechter's Sem!naiy"-which was 
led by professors imbued with tradi· 
tions of Yiddishkeit and halachic 
practice, but presented a new intel· 
lectual approach. These young men 
subsequently made up a significant 
part of the rank and file of the Con
servative rabbinate. 

Interestingly, Halivni insists that 
"genuine faith and intellectual hon
esty," the motto of the Institute, has 
nothing to do with supporting liber
alization of halacha. Notwithstanding 
his arguments, he is being contra
dicted by the actions of the FTOR. It 
was not Halivni's esoteric theories 
that originally attracted the FTOR to 
the UTJ. It is their practical result-

dared cross before. For this is the veiy 
line that-withoutthe labels-defines 
orthodox Jewish belief. 

And we have learned: without an 
absolute stand on emuna in Torah 
MiSinai - that eveiy word of the To· 
rah is from Hashem Ylsborach-and 
without an absolute faith in the reli· 
ability of our chachamim - Tradi· 
tional Judaism becomes just another 
Conservative movement. In the final 
analysis, all roads that depart from 
faithful adherence to authentic tradi· 
tion-whether for expediency or "in· 
tellectual openness" -ipso facto run 
through Reform turf. 

Yes, we yearn to be united as one 
religious fellowship. And we can, in· 
deed, be one religious fellowship. But 
only if we together embrace the same 
foundation of faith: the word of G-d as 
articulated in the Torah He gave us at 
Sinai, as interpreted by Chazal, and 
explained by the trusted transmitters 
of the Mesora. • 
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Books in 
Review 

Judaica By Women 

To Vanquish The Dragon, by 
Pearl Benish (Feldheim, 
Jerusalem-Spring Valley, 

1991, $17.95,h.c.,$14.95 p.b.) is a 
book that no reader will ever forget. 
Among the autobiographical accounts 
by Holocaust survivors of the horrors 
that they experienced, many reflect 
the inner strength that they were able 
to muster and the role that faith 
played in their survival. This book, 
too, describes not only the satanic 
barbarities of the Nazis, but the loyalty 
to G-d and Torah that they could not 
eradicate. But it stands out on several 
grounds. Its heroes, the author and 
her friends, were a group of Beth 
Jacob students from the famous 
Crakow teachers seminary. They not 
only did not give up their in faith in 
G-d even when their families and 
mends fell by the wayside, but it in-
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spired them to extraordinary deeds. 
Their attachment to keeping milzvos 
under the most dangerous conditions, 
and their devoted and totally selfless 
caring for each other and for all whom 
they could help, form a chronicle of 
human greatness that overwhelms 
even the most hardened reader. 

The impact of such a work is, of 
course, greatly dependent on the tal
ent of the writer. Mrs. Benish brought 
several crucial ingredients to her un
dertalcing; a remarkable memory for 
detalls, great skill in putting her ex
periences into words, and an over
flowing heart that touches ours again 
and again. Individuals, down to lov
able little Kopush, and episodes too 
numerous to list, remain graven in 
our mind when we turn the last 
pages. At the same time, there stays 
with us the author's pride in our 
Y'uldishkeit and the challenge implied 
in her story, spelled out centuries 
earlier by Rabbi Elazar of Worms: if 
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THE 
SECRET'S 
OUT ••• 

Until now, we've been a very well kept secret; a select group of musicians playing a 
limited amount of affairs, recognized by those "in-the-know'' to be the most exciting 
band around. But, people will talk ... and talk ... aboutthe most leibedlk music they've 
ever heard ... about Gershon Veroba ... about Shmuel Klaver ... about Moshe 
Antelis ... about Mark Fineberg ... and about the rest of "The Best," working 
together all the time. What a concept! What a band! The secret's out ... 
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We're the band everybody's talking about ... 
718•377•6627 

we are willing to die for Torah, should 
we not live for it? 

W hile we have previously 
taken note of other books on 
the Holocaust period written 

by women, Pearl Benish's work pro
vides an occasion to comment on the 
increasing number of significant 
women writers in the broader field of 
Judaica. We take it for granted that 
most of our children's literature is 
written by women authors; but they 
also make important contributions in 
other fields. We have previously re
viewed books by Miriam Adahan, 
Miriam Levi, and others in the area of 
counselling, family life and educa
tion. Akeres Habayis, by Sarah 
Chana Radcliffe [fargum/Feldheim, 
Southfield MI 1991, $15.95), is sub
titled, "Realizing Your Potential as a 
Jewish Homemaker," and addresses 
itself to the challenges faced by a wife 
and mother. Calling her, rightly, the 
cornerstone of the Jewish people, the 
author stresses that many factors, 
from overwork and disorganization to 
excessive tension or fastidiousness, 
interfere with the creation of an ideal 
home. Some women will find it easy 
to cope with the demands made on 
them; others have to learn this skill. 
It is these women whom Mrs. 
Radcliffe tries to help. As a woman, 
she understands the practical deci
sions that have to be made, the pri
orities that different women have; by 
means of interviews with representa
tive homemakers, questionnaires, 
and charts she helps her readers ana
lyze their own needs and options, and 
develop their own home-making 
plans. A list of practical tips is in
cluded and even a menu plan, com
plete with recipe&-and a chapter ad
dressed to husbands, designed to 
have them better understand the 
work done by their wives. Even the 
woman who has solved all her home
making problems will greatly benefit 
from this book. 

I f Mrs. Radcliffe's book can be 
called a woman's manual for 
women, All Things Considered, 

by Yaffa Ganz (Mesorah Pub!., Brook
lyn, 1990, $15.95 h.c, $12.95 p.b.) is 
a book of reflections for women "from 
a woman's point of view," as the sub-
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title emphasizes. The three dozen es
says cover a wide range of subjects, 
from the petty and mundane (The 
Saga of the Dresser Drawer), to the 
humorous but significant (The Jew
ish Women's Guilt Chart), to the seri
ous and moving (A Red-Headed Les
son in Love). The reader will readily 
find herself, her home, and her life 
mirrored in a dozen places; and she 
will learn to look at all this in a better, 
warmer, and moreJewishly lnformed 
way. One does not necessarily have 
to agree with every last one of Mrs. 
Ganz's musings in order to appreci
ate how much concrete and practical 
wisdom there is in her deft and invari
ably enjoyable observations. 

A nd then there are the biogra
phies, which can open yet 
other perspectives into 

women's lives. Where Mrs. Ganz's 
book speaks to the reader through its 
warm and lighthearted comments on 
everyday life, No Greater Treasure, 
by Shoshana Lepon (Targum/ 
Feldheim, Ml, 1990, $19.95), touches 
us through the inspiring stories of ex
traordinary women, drawn from the 
Talmud and Midrash. Basing herself 
on Rabbi Yisrael Salanter's observa
tion that reviewing, and dwelling 
upon, the stories of Chazal is a most 
powerful tool for self-improvement, 
Mrs. Lapan has collected here nine-

teen biographical stories, each syn
thesized from many sources and 
commentaries and dramatically 
brought to life (the dialogue and 
many of the details are necessarily 
her own). Each of the stories high
lights a different facet ofloyalty to the 
Torah and its teachings. Together, 
they form a paean to the Jewish 
woman who, through the long course 
of Jewish history, has kept the flame 
of dedication to G-d's teachings burn
ing brightly in the homes oflsrael. 

Mrs. Lepon's stories are bound 
to inspire both young and 
old readers ... and they are a 

most welcome step toward filling a 
glaring gap in our educational re
sources. Our children's concept of 
Avodas Hashem is almost inevitably 
formed by the many stories they hear 
about the Torah saints and sages 
who have been the leaders of our 
people. But there is a great lack of 
guidance about the tasks of women. 
Where do our girls and women find 
role-models for their own way 
through life? And, even when we 
speak about our Matriarchs and the 
outstanding personalities of our his
tory, such as those presented by Mrs. 
Lepon, there still remains an urgent 
need to show concrete and inspiring 
examples of outstanding women in 
our own age. Hence the importance 
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of Tamar Davidowitz's Eishes Chayil, 
Reflections from the life of Elisheva 
Shechter i1")) (Feldheim, Jerusalem
Spring Valley, 1991, $15.95). The 
subject of this book, who was taken 
from this world when she was only 
thirty years old, was an outstanding 
personality, a young woman whose 
entire life, inside her home and out
side, as homemaker, mother and 
teacher, was totally dedicated to 
Avodas Hashem and molded by spiri
tual values. The author has suc
ceeded in here presenting a deeply 
insightful picture of a woman who, 
living in this world of ours and doing 
what ls normally expected, was yet 
able to suffuse every moment and ev
ery gesture with purpose, wisdom 
and, indeed, sanctity. Certainly she 
represented a level of perfection far 
above what can realistically be ex
pected of the average person; but the 
reader will find a wealth of ideas, from 
the proper atmosphere in a home to 
the best way of guiding students, that 
can be grasped and implemented by 
anybody serious in her desire for self 
improvement. This is a book that 
parents, teachers and students 
should all be exposed to. 

T o appreciate properly the im
portance ofTorah literature by 
women for women in our day 

and age, we must remember two 
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points. In the first place, changing 
patterns of life, of education and work 
have created a need for many women 
clearly to define their place within our 
world. Add to this the impact of the 
ferment in the secular world that has 
resulted from the rtse of a self-asser
tive feminism. Faced with this chal
lenge, itis crucial that the Torah per
spective on women's issues should be 
articulated not only for them, but by 
them. The rtse of the Beth Jacob 
movement was a response to this 
need at an earlier stage, and ever 
since it has been the magnificient 
guiding force in the education of 
women in the Torah world. Yet there 
are all too many women who have 
never had the benefit of a Beth Jacob 
education-newcomers to Orthodoxy 
as well as those raised along "modem 
Orthodox" lines-and others who 
may have come from Beth Jacob 
ranks, but are confused by the cur-

"Talk ... but not 
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rents and cross-currents that they 
encounter. The most ambitious con
tribution of Jewish literature for 
women is, indeed, a book that ad
dresses itself directly to their con
cerns: To Be A Jewish Woman, by 
Lisa Aiken (Aronson Inc., Northvale, 
N.J. 1992, $30.00). While every 
reader is sure to find some ideas that 
are new to her, this work is wrttten for 
women with a more limited knowl
edge of Judaism and the presentation 
is clearly geared to them. In fact, it is 
an outgrowth of lectures given over 
several years before such audiences. 
It deals generally with the place that 
the Torah assigns to women in the 
framework of G-d's world, thetr role in 
the redemption of the Jewish People. 
and the sanctification of the world. It 
proceeds to discuss women's role in 
prayer and synagogue and in the 
community at large, as well as mar
rtage, procreation and education of 
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the children (the detailed discussion 
of the laws involved in married life and 
procreation marks the book as being 
geared to the mature reader; in any 
case, it is to be hoped that no one will 
use such a reader as a dinim text). 
Readable, clear and interesting 
throughout, this book will surely have 
a significant tmpact upon those who 
need to be shown that, far from deni
grating women, Yiddishkeit provides 
the ideal framework for women's self
fulfillment. 

T he growing number and diver
sity of Jewish women wrtters is 
demonstrated by Our Lives, 

An Anthology of Jewish Women's 
Writings, edited by Sarah Shapiro 
rrargum/Feldheim, Southfield Ml, 
1991,$17.95h.c,$14.95p.b.). In the 
introduction, the editor describes 
women's wrtting as a means of shar
ing one's life and concerns with oth
ers, through the use of her G-d-given 
talents. There is indeed talent galore 
in the articles, stortes and poems in
cluded. They range from the autobio
graphical and factual to the amusing 
and fictional, faithfully reflecting the 
women's perspective of thetr authors. 
They deal with all facets of life; they 
convey significant messages and 
many are profoundly moving. It 
would be niggardly to draw attention 
to an isolated phrase that, perhaps, 
should have been omitted, or to a 
particular piece that did not appear 
to contrtbute much. Overall, this is a 
book that not only gives the reader 
insptration, but also the joy of seeing 
that we are producing wrtters for to
day and tomorrow. 

Y t, a smvey such as this cannot 
conclude without a warning. 
Even with the best intentions 

in the world, not every book is accept
able. Sometimes the Baalas Teshuva 
(like some male counterparts) in
cludes altogether too much of her 
early life (e.g., in Playing with Fire), or 
never makes it all the way to her goal 
(e.g. Song of Ascend. And some wrtt
ers altogether misrepresent our sa
cred herttage (such as the contrtbu
tors to Daughters of the King). Wrtting 
is a weighty responsibility, and we 
must be sure thatwe can accept what 
is offered to us. • 
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theVoiceof 

Your Youth ... 

Rabbi Jerome Epstein, vice 
president of the United Syna
gogue of Conservative Juda

ism, told the Metropolitan New York 
Region leaders that their movement is 
"not sufficiently personally assertive 
regarding the position of Conserva
tive Judaism": 

"Many of us regard Conseivative 
Judaism as a half-way house. Many 
people view Orthodoxy orultra-Ortho
doxy as the best and Conservative Ju
daism as a compromise. That self
deprecation is harmful to attempts to 
build self-esteem." 
Epstein said that while attempting 

to develop Conservative Jewish pro
grams on college campuses, he has 
spoken in the past year with many 
students who grew up in Conserva
tive homes. 

"Almost inevitably, the most com
mitted and the brightest who choose 
to identify religiously on college cam
puses tell us that they choose to as
sociate with one of the Orthodox or 
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chasidic tendencies because they 
want an authentic experience. They 
say, 'After all, Conservative Judaism 
is only a compromise for those who 
don't want to limit themselves to real 
Jewish life."' 

"Where did they learn that? Who 
taught them this? If they believe 
Conservative Judaism is anything 
less than authentic, it is because we 
have not assertively said, 'We are 
normative Judaism. We are authen
tic Judaism'" 

The Jewish Week, July 24. '92 

We have some questions for Rabbi 
Espstein: 

What do you call a movement that 

\,\\\ OI l-1 

professes to believe in "halacha," yet 
"paskens" that one may chive to shul 
on Shabbos, in total opposition to To
rah Law-if not inauthentic? How 
does one charactelize the convoluted 
reasoning that permits the prohib
ited, because "otherwise people just 
won't come to synagogue"-if not 
compromise? 

Perhaps instead of being "more as
sertive," the leaders should listen to 
their "most committed and brightest 
youth." As King David said in Tehillim, 
"From the mouths ofbabes ... You es
tablished strength" (8,3). 
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Ethrogim, Israel's Ethrog Center I 71<i111• •11inx r:iil.l and ll1rough its Agents: 

Israel's Ethrog Center, Ltd. 
1632 Coney Island Avenue 

Brooklyn, NY 11230 
(718) 338-2626 (718) 338-2767 

S. Goldman - Otzar Hasefarim, Inc. 
125 Ditmas Avenue 

, Brooklyn, NY 11218 l '_7-18-) 972-6200 F~ (7-18-)-972_-_6-20_4 __ ----

M, Tarlow and Sons 
1662 Coney Island Avenue 

Brooklyn, NY l !230 
(718) 377-1687 
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SECOND 
LOOKS 

An Open Letter to the 
Neighbor of a Baal Nisagon 

Dear mend, 
Baruch Hashem, my nisayon 

(challenging test) has passed and all 
is well. I do appreciate your kind 

words of support, now. There is no 
doubt in my mind that you are rejoic
ing together with me at the chasdei 
Hashem that have been bestowed 

IYUN TEFILOH shiurim of 
Rav Shimon Schwab ~·t1~1nu 

SERIES II 

From 1i!ii 

RAVSHJMONSCHWAB.r:v"ll, 
RA.VOF K'HALADATH JESHURUN 

A project of Yeshiva R.S.R Hirsch. 

Sponsored in memory of: 
Yaakov ben Tzvi, Halevi & Sara Rassa bas Raphael, Siegel 

(Jacob & Rose Siegel) 
by their children and grandchildren 

0 Please send me the SECOND SERIES of Rav Schwab's Iyun Tefiloh Shiurim. 
My check for $100 payable to Yeshiva R.S.R. Hirsch is enclosed. 

D Please send me both set #1 and Set #2 of Rav Schwab's Iyun Tefiloh Shiurim. 
My check for $175 payable to Yeshiva R.S.R. Hirsch is enclosed. 

I prefer to pay by credit cant D MasterCard 0 VISA 

-I 

Credit Card# __________ _ Expiration Date ___ Year __ _ 

i Authorized Signature---------------------

1

1 Return to: IYUN TEALOH TAPES 

~I .... 
Yeshiva R.S.R. Hirsch 
l 00 Bennett Avenue 
New York, N.Y. 10033 

-------
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upon me and my family. The dark 
clouds of a dreaded disease have dis
persed and we bask today in the 
warm glow of good health and deli
ciously normal routine. 

But where were you when I needed 
you? Don't tell me you did not know 
anyone in my family was ill. Everyone 
knew: the shul the neighborhood and 
well beyond. I'm sure that you knew, 
too. So many of your mends, relatives 
and neighbors knew, that it would 
have been virtually impossible for you 
not to know. So why didn't you say 
something to me? 

Your wife knew, and she called 
many times. After speaking with your 
wife on the phone, my wife would feel 
lighter and encouraged. My wife even 
repeated some of the things your wife 
said. But they didn't make me feel 
any better. I felt worse because I was 
jealous. I wanted someone to say 
those things to me. 

You probably did not want to 
bother me or to pry. To be sure, I 
hated calls from the curtosity seekers 
who asked for more information than 
I was willing to volunteer. So you're 
right. I would not have welcomed any 
probing questions. I still bitterly recall 
the few that were posed to me by 
thoughtless individuals. 

But why couldn't you just call to 
ask how I'm doing? I'm sure you 
cared. We've been fiiends and have 
known each other for years. We may 
not have been the best of mends, but 
I really was painfully shocked to see 
how totally you avoided me after our 
nisayon became public knowledge. 

I'm not sure you cared. I knowyou 
cared. Once, before Rosh Hashana 
you approached me in shul to wish 
me "a gut Yohr:" You held my hand 
with both of yours and even closed 
your eyes as you uttered that New 
Year's greeting with as much feeling 
as you could muster. I know you 
cared. But why couldn't you say so? 
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P erlraps you would defend your 
self by telling me that men are 
simply not well versed in the 

language offeeliogs. That" s why it was 
so much easier for your wife to call. If 
you had to say something to me about 
what 1 was going through, you just 
would not have known what to say. 

Yes, of course, I reallze that it is dif
ficult for men to offer each other emo
tional support. Certainly you were not 
alone in your complete denial of my 
crtsis. Almost all of the other men in 
shul joined your pact of silence. But 
just consider for a moment the posi
tion in which that placed me. 

My wife was constantly receiving 
the morale boosting of her frtends. 
And more than that. She received 
calls from mere acquaintances and 
sometimes even strangers who volun
teered concrete help, as well as emo
tional support. But aside from my 
wife and one or two veiy close fiiends, 
I had to cariy my load almost com
pletely alone. Can you possibly imag
ine how difficult that was? Can you 
possibly grasp how isolated I felt 
when I spoke with you and others 
who also ignored my crtsis? Can you 
tiy to picture how jealous I felt as I 
kept answertng the phone (which al
most rang off the hook) and the calls 
of concern and chizuk were hardly 
ever for me? 

You might wish to challenge me, 
now. Why didn't I bring up the sub
ject? Why didn't I ask you to talk? 
Why didn't I let you know that I 
wanted to hear from you? 

The answer, quite simply, is that it 
was too difficult for me. What was I 
supposed to do, go up to you and say, 
"By the way, have you heard biopsy 
was positive?" or, "Do you know that 
major surgeiy is scheduled for next 
month?" How could you really expect 
me to do that? 

Well, you might argue, if it was dif
ficult for me to break the ice with you, 
I should understand how awkward 
you felt. But there was a big diflerence 
between you and me. I was the one 
who had lost ten pounds from an
guish, could not sleep at night and 
was torn between job, family and the 
hospital. I was much weaker physi
cally and emotionally than you were. 

Look, making a shiva visit, 7""1, can 
be equally uncomfortable for both the 
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l oin the hundreds of 
Mechanchim who have 

benefited from the Mercaz training. 

TEACHER TRAINING. 
A basic course to prepare the Ben Torah 
for Yeshiva/Day School teaching. Courses 
include classroom managment, child 
development, unit and lesson plan, parent 
relations, Jewish history, practicum, 
methodology, public speaking, dikduk 
and prominent guest lecturers. Mercaz is 
offering this popular course for the 13th 
consecutive year. Hundreds of graduates 
credit their success in Chinuch to it. 

CLASSES BEGIN IMMEDIATELY AFTER SUKKOS. 
ALL CLASSES AT MESIFTA TORAH VODAATH. 

tl'112' mv;in? r;ii2' 
Center for Teacher Training 

For information and registration please call Rabbi Yehuda Rupp 718·853·5111 
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Considering a move 
toMOJVSEY? visitor and the aveiL Do we expect the 

aveiI to go around after the levaya 
and visit his friends and neighbors to 
talk about his loss? Do we expect him 
to go into shul and approach his 
friends with, "Guess who passed 
away?" 

For careful attention to your 
individual needs, call us today! 

(914) 354·8445 

FREE! Send.for Complete~ 
Catalogue of over 650Japes! . 0 

FROM TOllAH <>llllOIJNIGATION& NEIWOOK OF Cl.EVElAND. 
SERIES 
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4 
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8 
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ASSORTED LECTURES 
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ASSORTED LECTURES 
TORAH VIEW OF WOMEN 
DIKOUK/SH'MA 
SHMONEH ESRAY STUDY 
NIODAH ISSUES 
NIOOAH - REFRESHER COURSE 
DINA D'MALCHUSA DINA 
YEHOSHUA 
SHOFTIM 
SHMUEL I 
SHMUEL II 
M'LOCHIMI 
M'LOCHIM II 
HALACHA CONFERENCE 
STORIES 
EIN YAAKOV 
ASSORTED LECTURES 
ASSORTED LECTURES 
PARSHAS HASHAVUA 
ASSORTED LECTURES 
JEWISH LEARNING CONNECTION 
PARSHA THOUGHTS 
PARSHA THOUGHTS 
PARSHA THOUGHTS 
LOCAL RECORDINGS 

SPEAKER 
Rabbi Boroch Hirschfeld 
Rabbi Moshe A. Stirn 
9 Speakers 
4 Speakers 
Rabbi Shromo Brevda 
Rabbi Yaakov Feltman 
Rabbi Meir Zanitzky 
Rabbi Zev Leff 
Rabbi Moshe Garfunkel 
Rabbi Yaakov feltman 
Rabbi Yaakov-Feltman 
fl.abbi Chaim DoV Altusky 
Rabbi Chaim Dov Altusky 
Rabbi Chaim Dov Altusky 
Rabbi Chaim_ Dov Altusky 
Rabbi Chaim Dov-Altusky 
Rabbi Chaim Dov Altusky 
8 Speakers 
Rabbi Mordechal Finkelman 
Rabbi Fischel Shacter 
Rabbi Yaakov Feltman 
Rabbi MordeChal Gitter 
Rabbi Sholom Shvadron 
Rabbi Yaakov Ga!insky 
11 Speakers 
Rabbi Moshe TuVla Ueff 
Rabbi Vitzchok Ishee 
Rabbi Chaim Dov Ketler 
Numerous Speakers 

"l"APES 
44 
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7 
4 
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4 

11 
40 
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3 
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12 
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25 
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8 
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11 
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42 

COST 
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e.oo each 

35.00 set 
20.00 set 
6.00 each 

24.00 set 
50.00.set 

200.00 set 
15:00 set 
18.00 set 
50.00 set 
60.00set 
75.00 set 

100.00 set 
100.00 set 
125.00 set 
90.00 set 
42.00set 

6.00 each 
6.00 each 
6.00 each 
7.00 each 
6.00 each 
6.00 each 
6.00 each 
6.00 each 
6.00 each 
6.00 each 
6.00 each 

Jndividual rapes Mtllor complet~ sets may be o.1t1ered diretllytrom 1he iORAH COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK at 1he above address. fot yom 
ct1mpl1men!ary t{)py of our !ales! complete catalo~oe,.~lease be sure fa lflclllde<i sel!·addressedstamped env~lop~ with your request 

AGUDATH ISRAEL OF CLEVELAND 
Lecture Series. Catalogue - EIUI 5752 

TORAH COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK 
Box 504 • Wickliffe Ohio 44092 •.Tel (216) 585-0505 • Fax (218) 944-6217 

Of course not! We recognize that as 
difficult as it may be for that visitor, it 
is nonetheless his responsibility to go 
to the aveil, to acknowledge the loss. 
If the aveil chooses not to speak, it is 
his option. But by going to make the 
shiva visit, the visitor has neverthe
less acknowledged the loss. 

T he Torah guidelines for re
sponding to someone in psy 
chic pain comes from Iyov. 

How did Iyov's friends respond? 
'When the three close friends of Iyov 
heard all of the misfortune that befell 
him, each man came from his 
place .... They met together to comfort 
him .... They sat with him on the 
ground for seven days and seven 
nights" (Iyov2: I I, 13). First and fore
most, they came. Each friend demon
strated his recognition of Iyov's suf
fering by leaving his place and reach
ing out to Iyov. They did not wait for 
Iyov to come to them. 

The following words of Chnzal (the 
Rabbis of the Talmud) take on a 
deeper personal meaning for me, 
now. "Rava said, this is what people 
say: either [let me have] friends like 
the friends of Iyov or [let me have] 
death" (Babba Basra !6b). On this, 

As 5753 Begins, 
Mahe" 

Commitment 
to Daily 

rorah)Stud~? 

Join the thousands of Daf Tomi learners aro1D1d the world! 

ni:iin::i n::>Dll begins 2 Cheshvan 5753· October 29, 1992 

DIAL ·A· DAF 
The World's Largest Oaf Yomi Shiur 

Over Your Nearest Phone· Z4 Hours A Day! 

For more information 
please call 
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('118)436--4999 
tax<c11s)435"0191 

Begins Every Hour, in Yiddish or English 
ONLY $8/MONTH AND A $36 REGISTRATION FEE 

AN EDUCATIONAL PROJECT OF 
TORAH COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK 

1618 43rd ST. BROOKLYN NY 11204 
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the Maharsha comments that the 
fuends referred to here are not just 
any fuends, "But fuends like Iyov's 
fuends who came [from so far away)." 

But you never left "your place" to 
come towards me. You spoke to me as 
if it were business as usual. That's 
when you did speak with me at all. 
For the most part, I realize you tact
fully avoided my path and my eye 
contact. Don't pretend you did that to 
spare me any discomfort. You did it 
to spare yourself. 

Right now you may be asking 
yourself, what did I expect from you? 
You're just not a talker. You never 
have been able to express yourself 
easily about such heavy subjects. 
Why can't I just accept your limita
tions? Why am I so unforgiving? Don't 
I realize that you wanted to call but 
just couldn't find the right words? 
What did I expect you to do? 

I thought you might be able to just 
pull yourself together, bite the bullet 
and pick up the phone, in spite of 
your discomfort. I thought you might 
realize how lonely, frightened and 
desperate I was for any emotional 
support. Then perhaps you would 
have found the words to break your 
silence. But if you simply could not do 
that, then I would have expected you 
to ask others for help. 

You consult with the Rav on so 
many matters. I know how close you 
are with him. Did you ever ask him 
what to say? You have fuends in the 
mental health field. Did you ever ask 
any of them? But you didn't even 
have to look that far. Your own wife 
knew what to say. You could have 
asked her for a suggestion. 

So what did I want to hear from 
you? Nothing elaborate. Nothing 
much. Nothing eloquent. All I want to 
hear was something like, "I heard __ 
is not well. How is she feeling today?" 
"I was very sorry to hear about 
___ .. You and your family must be 
going through a rough time." Or "I 
wish I could help in some way. If you 
can think of anything I can do for you, 
please let me know." 

I f my nisayon has passed, why am 
I telling you all of this now? What 
do I hope to accomplish? 

I have said Tefilla Zakah on Erev 
Yorn Kippw- and I have forgiven you 
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The Mercaz is offering 
• 

A 
six new 

DVANCEMENT 
OPPORTUNITIES 

S PECJAL EDU CATION. There is an ever increasing awareness for 
the necessity of trained Special Education Rabbeim. This course will serve as an 
introduction to an important and exciting career in this most necessary field. 

TRAINING PRINCIPALS/ ADMINISTRATORS. 
This course will teach practical elements of educational and executive administration. 
Leading principals will be invited as guest lecturers. 

TEACHING OUTREACH! ADULT-EDUCATION. 
There is a tremendous need and opportunity for trained outreach professionals to 
teach committed and non-committed Jews. Expert guest lecturers will address the group. 

c ONVERSATIONAL HEBREW. A program to develop the 
language skills of the Ben Torah. This will be of benefit in the classroom and offer 
wider teaching opportunities. Beginners and intermediate groups. 

D IKDUK II. An advanced course for those who have completed Dikduk I 
or its equivalent. 

BASIC RUSSIAN LANGUAGE/CULTURE. Toanswer 
the growth of Russian speaking students in Yeshivas, this course will provide the 
Rebbe with enough language skills to effectively reach the students. 

CLASSES BEGIN AFTER SUKKOS. 
ALL CLASSES AT MESIITA TORAH VODAATH. 

01112' ,mtr;JM1J T;J12' 

Center for Teacher Training 
FOr lnformatlOn and registration please call Rabbi Vehuda Rupp 718·853-5111 
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The 

Commuter's Chavrusah 
more than once for your insensitivity 
and emotional abandonment. I really 
bear no grudge against you. 

Learn Bereishis with Rabbi Yissocher Frand, Ner Israel Yeshiva 

I 

Shteig and drive!: 
I wrtte these words with a two-fold 

purpose. Firstly, I needed to get these 
feelings off my chest. Writing this let
ter has been a cathartic experience 
for me. I feel as if I finally scratched 
an itch that I could not reach until 
now. Thank you for listening. 

Yes, there is time to learn 
-with tapes of 

I 

I 

Rabbi Yissocher Frand's 
popular weekly 
shiurim in Baltimore 

I . 
1 

Berelshls - Serles V (twelve rapes m all) 
D No. 21 O - Bereishis - Is Marriage a Mitzvahl 

1 
D No. 211 - Noach - Animal Experimentation 

1 
D No. 212 - Lech Lecha - Non-Jews and the Mitzvah of Kibud Av 

1 
D No. 213 - Vayeirah - Is Lying Ever Permitted! 

1 
D No. 214 - Chayei Sarah - Pilegesh: An Alternative to Marriage! 

1 
D No. 215 - Toldos - V'sain Tai U'Matar 

1 
D No. 216 - Vayeitzei - Ma'ariv 

1 
D No. 217 - Vayishlach - Terrorism: An Individual's Response 

1 
D No. 218 - Vayeishev - Grape Juice and Yayin Mevushal 

1 
D No. 219 - Mikeitz - Chanukah Issues II 

1 
D No. 220 - Vayigash - The Host Mother in Halacha 

But. perhaps more importantly. 
my second purpose is to enlighten 
you as to what a baa1 nisayon really 
goes through. So perhaps the next 
time someone you know is hit by a 
major crisis in his life. he will not 
have to go through it alone, as I did. 
Maybe you will be able to reach out 
to him and perform the ultimate 
chessed of doing what will be diffi
cult for you but so beneficial for 
him: picking up the phone or ap
proaching him to acknowledge his 
tzar. his anguish. 

1 
D No. 221 - Vayechi - Exhumation: When Is It Permitted! 

1 
TO ORDER: Send $7 per tape (includes shipping and handling). OR send $65 for the entire Bereishis 

I Series V. Every full sefercomes in a convenient album. 

Hopefully. no one you know will 
ever experience what my family and 
I went through. But if chas v"shalom 
they do. perhaps now you will be 
able to ease their burden ever so 
slightly. And if so, then my nisayon 
will take on extra meaning at that 
time. And if you reach out. I sin
cerely hope that the zechus you gen
erate will protect you and your fam
ily from ever facing a similar 
nisayon of your own. 

I Make check payable toYadYechiel Foundation, P.O. Box 511, Owings Mills, MD 21117..0511. Tel. 
(410) 358-0416. U.S. funds only. OvetSeas orders will be billed for additional shipping charges. 

. . . 
Announcing 

The 
New Schedule 

For 
DIAL-A-SHI UR 

(effective Oct. 21, 1992) 

For more information 
please call 

{718) 436-4999 
fax (718) 435-0191 

Sincerely. 
Your neighbor 

We've made a great program even better! 

SUN. 

MJN. 

WES. 

tt!ID. 

THURS. 

FRI. 

ON THE HOUR 20MIN.PAST 40 MIN. PA'iT 
Chovos Halevavos Nach Our Daily Tefillos 

Rabbi M. Zr••nick Rabbi C. D. Alutsku Rabbi S. Schwab 
Jewish History The 613 Mitzvos Stories 

Rabbi B. Wein Rabbi M. T. Lieff Rabbi M. Finkelman 
Hashkofah Chinuch Issues A Study of the Holocaust 

Rabbi N. Bulman nabbi M. Eiseman Rabbi N. Scherman 
Weekly Sedra Medrash of the Week Hilchos Shabbos 

Rabbi C.D. Keller Rabbi B. Weinberaer Rabbi N. l Oelbaum 
Ein Yaakov A Study in Middos Toran Insights 

Rabbi F. Schachter Rabbi M. Finkelman Rabbi M. M. Weiss 

Repeat ofWednesda11's Schedule 
NOTE: DIAL-A-SH/UR ALSO INCLUDES A YIDDISH PROGRAM 

Over Your Nearest Phone· 24 Hours A Day! 
ONLY $8/MONTH AND A $36 REGISTRATION FEE 

AN EDUCATIONAL PROJECT OF 
TORAH COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK 

1618 43rd ST., BROOKLYN, NY 11204 
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Letters 
to the 

Editor 
QUESTIONS FALL-OUT FROM 

cmcAGO SYSTEM OF 
SCREENING TZEDDAKA 

SOLICITORS 

To the Editor: 
I was very taken by Rabbi 

Hollander's report on how the Chi
cago Agudah is "Checking the Cre
dentials of Tzeddaka Solicitors" (JO, 
Sept. '92). A footnote quotes Rav 
Shlomo Zalman Auerbach as ruling 
that one who knowtngly gives money 
to a fraudulant solicitor is in violation 
of "putting a stumbling block before 
his friend." Fine. What about those 
who hesitate to give a contribution to 
a worthy solicitor, out of fear that he 
might be phony? The report on the 
Chicago experiment may be a helpful 
model for other such communities, 
but I'd venture that those of your 
readers who do not directly benefit 
from the Chicago screening system 
will now find justification to Jock up 
their checkbooks whenever a collec
tor comes knocking. After all, there 
are so many phonies out there! 

The Sanzer Rav was known to have 
said that he fears no-one but the 
Ribbono shel Olam--kings and rob
bers, angels and seraphim do not in
timidate him-except for the poor 
man. When the poor man cries out for 
having been wronged, G-d listens and 
avenges his injury. One could make 
a good case for not publicizing any 
horror stories of frauds before a sys
tem of verification of "most needy 
cases" is in place. 

111 even go one further on this. Per
haps those community task forces 
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WoRKSHOP IN METHODS 
AND MATERIALS. A six course 
workshop to develop specific skills in the following 
areas: a) wi::11n, b) K':ll, c) ;mw, d) C'J'"T, mwn '"1ll1Y.l. Each 
session will include a presentation by a Master Morah 
and round table discussion. These sessions will meet 
once a week for six weeks. 

TRAINING PRINCIPALS I 
ADMINISTRATORS. This course will 
teach practical elements of education, supervision and 
executive administration. Leading principals will be 
invited as guest lecturers. 

BASIC RUSSIAN LANGUAGE I 
CULTURE. This course will provide enough 
language skills to service the growing needs of the 
Russian speaking population. 

CONVERSATIONAL HEBREW. 
An ulpan to upgrade the conversational skills of the 
teacher. This will be of benefit in the classroom and 
offer wider teaching opportunity. 

CLASSES BEGIN AFTER SUKKOS. 
CLASSES WILL MEET IN A CONVENIENT BROOKLYN LOCATION. 

0 1112' )11tr?i1? T?12' 

Center for Teacher Training 
For information and registration please call Rabbi Yehuda Rupp 718-853-5111 
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that devote time and talent to screen
ing tzeddaka collectors should set 
pliolities on what to regulate. I"d love 
to see guidelines issued for how much 
a person may spend on a Bar Mitzva 
celebration or a lavish wedding, and 
still qualify for scholarship on tuition. 

lben let's tackle tzeddaka pliortties. 
ELJCASP! 

Forest Hills, N. Y. 

The author responds: 

As mentioned in the article, the 
Vaad Hatzedakos was created as a 
response to a then-unaddressed 
communal need: the fraudulent 
chality solicitors had adversely af
fected the environment in which the 
vast majolity of truly erliche solicitors 
work by fosteling suspicion through
out the community. The Vaad 
Hatzedakos is a proactive mecha
nism, designed to take away that 
cloud of suspicion and allow the hon
est solicitors to more effectively do 
their job. 

In years past. some communities 
created a "Chality committee,'' often 
made up of community members not 
committed to Torah values and 
H Uchos Tzeddaka, to screen those 
who came to collect for tzeddaka. 
This, indeed, bordered on "midas 
Sodom" as it often unfairly penalized 
the ftum chality collector. 

But the Vaad Hatzedakos bears no 
resemblance to SllCh a "screening 
committee"; reporting to the Vaad is 

Let US store your summer/ 
outgrown clothing . .. 

and distribute it next year to 
• kollel • needy • baaJ rshuva • immi" 
grant • large families and singles in]erusa· 
!em, Dimona, 1Zefus, Bnei Brak, Haifa etc. 

BEGED YAD LEYAD 
~a tzedoka investment 

with day to day dividends 

Send to: 
Weinbach, Panim Meirot l,Jerusalem, Israel 
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If you wish to send IJNENS ONLY: 
call 914-664·7337 

a voluntary process, one which visi
tors to Chicago may choose to avail 
themselves of only if they feel it will 
benefit their cause. Indeed, the entire 
project was designed for and is ad
ministered by individuals committed 
to enhancing the welfare of chartty 
solicitors. 

One final point. It is to our 
mbbonimand Roshei Yeshiva that we 
must turn for guidance on how and 

to whom we should "invest" our 
tzeddakadollar. It has been said that 
Rav Moshe Feinstein ?"llr more than 
once lamented that he was not asked 
more she'eilos in the area of 
tzeddaka_ Before an tndividual de
cides not to give because of the exist
ence of a Vaad Hatzedakos, we, his 
fliends, should urge him-go ask a 
she'eila! 

(RabbQ Zvi Baruch Hollander 

ff'/€L£T HllSHACHffR - "WOMAN 10 WOMN INSPIR!IT/ON' 
A Tape Series by Robetzin TohilaJaeger 

The life of 
Rebbetzin Cha1Ja Sarah Freifeld 

1'.\ •1:i:I' p.Jl iiJ!i::>r 
Tws is Ma. seriesof"Gliinpses" inlJJ tlte life of my mother tr'J), 

an extraordinary woman, whoseboundlesskwe of Torah overflowed to enrich 
llnd elevate the lives of countless women from alt Walks of life -a. very real and 

inspired role model for us llnd our daughters; 

r---------------------------, 1 - ORDER FORM -
!NAME _____________________ _ 

: ADDRESS 
I would like to order the foUowing tape( s): 

1-----------------------~ 
IO TAPE#1* .Wornen1ntheTorah O TAPE#Sl _1af;lah#1-lntwd &HrstoryotS1ddurl 

J O TAPE #2' Women 1n Neviim D TAPE #52 Tefilah#2-- lntrod. & History of S1ddu1 I! 
O TAPE #3' Asp1rat1ons 0 TAPE # 53 Tei. #3 ·· Modeh Ani, Netiiat Yodam, Asher Yotza1 i 

0 TAPE #4' Shalom Bay1s 0 TAPE# sa Tef1lah #4 Asher Yotzar Ii, Eioka1 Neshoma 
O TAPE #5* The Aishes Chayi! 0 TAPE it55 Tel1lah #5-Birchos Ha Torah i 

D TAPE #6 Our Three Mitzvos-Wellspri~gs of Renewal D TAPE# 56 Tetilal">il6-81rchos Ha Torah II 
O TAPE #7 The M€<lning of K1ddush Hashem 0 TAPE# 57 Tef:lall U - Sirchos Haiorah Iii, 8:rcilos HaShachar i 

O TAPE #8 Nurturing Our111~J (Farth) 0 TAPE # 58 Tefilah #8 -The Woman's8!essing · BirchosHaShachar ii 

O TAPE #9.. Captu11ng the Yom:m Norarm Year Round D TAPE# 59 Tel1lah #9.- 8irchos HaShachar !II 

0 TAPE #10 Marr'1age- The Exquisrte Avodah 0 TAPES #81-86 MEGllAS ESTHER SERIES ·6 Tape Seif $36 

O TAPE #11 .Oefin1t10ns 1n Femnm1ty-Bere1shis and Noach D TAPES JI 111-115 GLIMPSES· T~ life 01 Reb Sarah Freifeld 
I o TAPE #12 .. .The Delicate Art ol Boundanes _ Lech-Lecha including ln:rodJct1on to Tehilim-Set $30 f $25 for mechanchrm 

I 0 TAPE #71 PESACH ·liberatron ol Speech Tapes 1-12 $7 00 ea -Any 5 $30 f 
J 0 TAPE #102 Rosh Chodesh Ader Tefilah Senes $6 00 ea -AU 9 rapes $50 I 
;: *Tapes 1-5 re-recorded for perfect technical quality Special rate Jar Kolle/ & Mechanchim $5.00 ea, :: 

J Return this form with check payable to Ayelet HaShachar: I 
:L ___ ~?::.1:!..1:5_!!:c;.ar.:..s~_so~a!!. c_;,!_ar_!;:;k.::!!·!:~~92_ _ ~ _ ..J: 
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THE PRIMARY CAUSE OF THE 
EXPLUSION FROM SPAIN 

To the Editor: 
The selections from the Chassid 

Yaavetz that accompanied the article 
on Spain in the last issue (Sept. '92) 
were interesting. But I believe that 
they did not represent what the au-

Rabbi and Mrs. 
Daniel Lapin 

of 

Venice, California 
and 

Mercer Island, Washington 

wish all their r.almidim and friends 
a Shana Tova 

thor was driving at. They make it ap
pear that he blamed secular studies 
for the downfali of Spanish Jewry. In 
reality, however, it was specifically 
philosophy that he blamed. He felt 
that it had undermined the faith of 
those who dabbled in it. 

DAVlDMYERS 
Brooklyn. N. Y. 

DIGEST OF MEFORSHIM 

i1'ip? iM::l i1'ip? 
?"YT "1lltl'?K '?KmlV l'';'l"1<1Y.l 

Available at 

LEKUTEI 
clo Yitzchok Rosenberg 

10 West 47th Street, Room 503 
New York, NY 10036 

(212) 719-1717 

20 Volumes on 'lbrah, Perek, 
Medrash, Megilos and Talmud. 

Proceeds of sales distributed 
an1ong Yeshivas and used for 

reprinting of volumes out-of-print 

PRICE: $8.00 PER VOLUME 

EDITOR'S NOTE 
------------------ -------------

In the previous issue of The Jew~ 
ish Observer, a Second Looks article, 
"Who's Telling Stories to Your Chil
dren?" drew attention to several 
books that are published by Jewish 
houses, yet are lacking-and even 
harmful-in content. One of the 
books, They Called Her Rebbe, by 
Gershon Winkler, has since been 
dropped by the publisher, Judaica 
Press, and is no longer being made 
avaliable for purchase. While anyone 
can commit an error in judgment, it 
takes courage to pull back on an item 
that one has published and pro
moted, especially when there is a 
large investment of money, energy 
and prestige involved. Such courage 
is, indeed. commendable. N.W. 

'y'QIJRCONNECTION TO THE JUDAJCA WORLD 

Beautiful leather- bound 
machzorim. 2 vol. set 

Rosh Hashana, Yorn Kippu,1r~., 
ONLY *4495 

Juda lea 
lrea1ure1 ... ~ 

4514 NEW UTRECHT AVE. -B'KLYN, NY 11219 

Order your machzorim, 
slichos, and all Yorn Tov 

seforim and English 
Judaica, Artscroll, 
Jlletzudah, Miller, 

Feldheim, etc. 

(718) 438-5200 
AMPLE PARKING 

OUR ANNUAL YOM TOV SPECTACULAR 

Buy 5 Yarmulkaa getlhe {jlhfRfE 
Tzlz!s .. 

WE'RE AN ENDLESS SOURCE 
of English, Judaica, 
Seforim, Jllezuzahs, 

Talasim, Atoros, Kitlech, 
Yannulkas, Unique Gifts, 

etc. 

WORLDWIDE SHIPPING WITHIN 24 HOURS~········· 
Master Card & Visa Accepted • Out of state call toll free (800) 359-5578 
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Agwlath Israel of Edison/Highland Park 
takes great pride in welcoming our new 

Moreh D'asre, Rabbi Yittchok Kirvier N""''lil 
May he, his Rebbetzin and their entire fln!ll!IY.l be 

zocheh to many years of health and menuchas hane
fesh, to lead us in our growth as Ovdei Hashem into a 

Kehilla of responsibility and strength. 

Peter Kassai, President 
Yossi Stem, Secretary/Treasurer 

Y onoson Wolff, Recording Secretary 

Best Wishes for a 
nl1" nr.i>nm ill>:n:> 

Mordechai and Rechi Friedman 
Shmuel B. & Simi Friedman 

Cheskel and Meir.a G. Heimlich 

Better Health Fitness & Recreation 
5201 New Utrecht Avenue 

Brooklyn, NY n219 

1r.lnn1n 1:i.ri:in n:i.1" i1)~' 
Best Wishes to all our 
friends and relatives 

for a flappy, Healthy and 
Prosperous New Year 

l'lr. and l'lrs. 
Alan Jay Rosenberg 8t 

Family 
Kew Gardens, N.Y. 

Mr. and Mrs. Berish Fuchs 
and 

Mr. & Mrs. Moshe Fuchs 
wish all of their 

friends and relatives: 
lti:nnrn ti:n:i:n. n:i1" ill~? 

Best Wishesfor a 
new year of health, happiness, and prosperity 

to st.aff of 
"Jewish Observer" 

Max Burkin 

Mr. It Mrs. Yossi stern 

n:n" nc')nni ill.,,,, h:>1l 
:'jl\!Jln ililin ninw1tin n>W' 

nnN ;rtllN o'1:> l\!JY)l" 

1>::mnr11 til'l:>l"I. ill)" m1i17 
ll" ;:>l nn7!!n 

and family 
t:dison/lfighland Park, New Jersey 

n::n\1 Mb.,nni n:i.,n:> 
To All Our Relatives&' friends 

Moishe, Feige &' /11enachem Frlederwitzer 
of Staten Island 

Meehl. Duu, Gedalya Slmcm., 
lit Yaakou Amltai fendel 
Pnlna lit l'ltzchak Wilk 

O'>,llJi"'I' 

il-'>Jlil b'>~'tJl"'l'>l tiNlil n)'(h 

".O,\!I :l:l,l 1ll~~ nll!llf.> 

Rabbi Dr. & Mrs. Manfred Fulda 
and family 

We extend to all of 
Kial Y'rsroel 

our sincerest wishes for a 
illl" nr.i>l"lnl n:i>n:> 

1Ya{toti and Shaine 11irsch 
and family 

l"llli tm1i1; 1!:>ll"I 
Levi It Davida Reisman 

nll" nr.>mn1 n:i•n:> n:>i:i::i 
llany!/. lllrsch 
Jilakov lloffman 

and Staff 
'Iii-State Swgical 

409 Uoyt Street 
Brooklyn, NY 11231 



1n~1 ini-t 7:::>:i ll'"n"fl 7:::>., 
n::t1p rtr.l'tin1 p:i1n:::> 
1u1:i 0''"'' in?i-t? · 

q'j7'1!:t ?IV 1"1iltl 
. tl''1\NJ:l 

'1:>::11-tt \!)l')))J :!1'! 
ll'lf'l!l'OY.ll ll'l'll"il 

lTI')Jil 107Nt n'Or.i 
ll'lf'l!llOY.ll 

D.AN:!EL.FRIE!i>M:AN 
AT!'(;):RNEY AT !.Aw 

-N_Bw:voa:tt _ , 
&80 FIFfn _AV'.ENUl!. -__ Sup',~ 'lJ C?O 
N!!WYott~Nn-~OtlJ[ _10036 

f2,t2Ja1a:·~eeo_ 
FAX (~l2l-3S'1'•8406 

Na'WJi!:RSEY 
, 11s-Cfuus1.o1>lri:2 CoLt:rMBus rilhvE 

St1IT£_4oo 
J£llstt:Ctt'Y\ N'tW JERsirt 07302 

{2,0l,Y:200•9121 

We wuKmll) rr.i>nnl n:i>n:l 
to all our rellltives arid men<)$ 

Malkifil•a~.Sha-ni Hefter 
Chanina,MoslW ()liaim,Yuhaya, 

andl'zt)i,~~ 
Ckwelarid Heights, Ohio 

u:mnm i:in::m n:i lt> nll!J7 

Best wishes to all our 
friends and relatives 
for a happy, healthy 

and prosperous 
New Year 

Phyllis and Chaim Shtoot 
Brooklyn, N. Y. 

Dr. and Mrs •. Samuel Fuhrer 
and Family 

Wishing all of Kl.al Yisroel a 
happy and healthy New Year 

Mr. & Mrs. St:anley · Treitel 
&Family 

Los Angeles, California 

Best WiShes fora 
n:ii" nr.»nm n:i•n:i 

tofrienc1s •. rellltilJe5. iifld 
Kiili YiStQel 

Best wishes for a 
1n1\1 nn1nn1 n:ini:::> to Mr. 8( Mrs. 

Mr. S: ~rs •. ffatrg Fried 
Los Angeles, Calif. 

. i'1:111ll i1P'hl"!) l"l:l'li::l 
.Best WiShf!S for a 

yeatofjoy, pro~perit!J 
npl!O'l i1'71Nl 

for all of Kial Ylsroel 
fllr. 8t Jllrs. Willy Wi6Sner 

Dr. & MTs. Em.st L 
Boderdaeirnernn11!J 

who give so generousl-y of their 
vast resaurce.r of expertise, 

eiperien,ce, and genuine concern 
to. help •?l'Ci\!I' 5);1 l>'nN 

AnAdmiTer 

Isaac Kinner 

Mr. lit fllts. Lawrence 
s. Bootln If family 

wish one t!t alla 
happy l!t healthy 
sweet new year 



Best Wishes to all our 
friends and relatives for a 

lfappy, lfealthy and Prosperous 
!'few Year 

Deera ltomes and Land 
Jllonsey, /Yew York 

91U25-'JliM 
for all your real estate needs. 

Your confidence in our Integrity 
makes us unique. 

Mr. l!I Mrs. Louis Glueck Sarah Schwab 

Licensed Real 
t:srate Broker 

91.4-425-7484 

Rivka frankel 

Associate 

914-425-9165 

,tt'"ll{ 'i::i'i ,1"'i1 i1'i~:l1 i1ii''i1 'Ol{'i 
t:ltt' t:li1 itt'i{:l 1l'1'1'1 il':liii' 'i::i'i 

Neuman/Shainberg Galleries Ltd. 

Jiitt'1l{O illtt'1 il:l1~ i10'Jin1 il:l'Ji::l Ji::li:l 

1Jin!:ltt'01 7i{0"l l'iO•'il{ 

Reisman Brothers Bakery 
wishes a year of 

sweetness, joy and prosperity 
to all our loyal customers 

as well as to everyone else 

1 11tt:i 

i1J11) i1Y.>'l1T'l1 i1J~l1:> 
from 

Yaakoo & Bryna Bender 
andFamUy 

The Shmuel Oelbaums 

wish friends and relatives 

Mr. & Mrs. Charles 
Richter "l1l=>1J1 nll!I ~inn 

Fine Jewish Art 

Watch for Grand Opening 

We wish all our friends, 
relatives, and Jews euerywhere 

n::11~ ne•nm n::1•n::i 
Mr. l!I /llrs. Max Berg 

Jllr. N Jllrs. Gavrlel Pollak 
Brooklyn, N.Y. 

wish all a Mr. and Mrs. Leibish Rapaport 

Mr. lit Mrs. Chaim J, Banker 

wish one and all a 
ii:l~e_ n~'l"ltt~ :i:l~ri:i 

n:m:> nr.imn1 i1J>l1:> 

n:n"' nn)nrn n:i)n!:) 
Miriam lit Mendy Profesorske 

Sora. Yossie. Ari, .&ti l!f Nissan 
Staten Island. N. Y. 

i1Jll) i1Y.l'l1T'l1 i1J'l1:l 

Mr.&Mrs. 
David H. Turkel 

n::i)t> nr.>.,nn1 n:i.,n::i 
Bernard Kupersrein 



To all our friends and clients: 

May prosperity andjoy 
be•apermanent/ixture 

in your home. 
1r.>nnn1 tlJ"\:>n n:t1\:> il:J.\!.17 

to all relatives and friends 
Bestwishesfora happy and 

healthy New iear. 
Dr. & Mrs •• Sheldon Zinn 

PhoeniX, Arizona 

~ISLAND 
.• ~ .. SUPPtYMROWROOM 

1554. Coney Island Avenue, Brooklyn, NY 11230 
(718) 2)8:8228 

n:::n" nb'l'1n1 nJ'l'l=> 
to Abba andlma 

1~nnnf ;~n:in n;m~ mtv'i 
B~stWishes to all our 

friends and r~l~ti11:es for a 
.lfappy, lf~althy and 
Proseerousl'few Year 

Jllr. 8t Mrs, Chaim 11. Leshk~Ulitz 
Mr.· lit /!1rS. Yossie Leshkowitz 

from 

JYaclrumantl Feige 
Esti, Tiipora, Chaya, 

Batsheva, Basia, lit Yitzchok 

Best Wishes to all our 
friends and rela.tiws for a 

Happy, HealthyaM.l'rosperous 
New Year 

Mr. and.Mrs. Moishe Katt 
L.awrenc<, 1...1. 

Y asher Ko' ach to 
Rabbi Nissoh·wolpin 

and the 
Jewish Observer staff 
TheWeissFa'tnily 

Arnold, Rita, & Debby 
4Io Main Stl'eet 

Buffalo, N.Y. 14202 

n:r1" nr.i>nrn nJ>n5 
1b !llfour clients, friends 

and relatives 
· Jllr. &'Jllrs. I'{. Benjamin Perlman, c.P.A. 

l!tSOn 

We wish our family & friends 
and 81/ of7x;w> 77;, 

a 
n::np riD~l"U"ll n:i;-n~ 

fl'1''1Jl.Ol7VJ T!lVI 

Mr. lit Jllm, Benjamin Katz 
&'family 

1t!ll"\l'll"\i pl"\:ll"\ l'l:l1~ 1"!llt'7 
nv1tv'l n·m~; mtv 
.:i1tll .'i::i1 .• nn7~n 

JII.r. lit Mrs. Abish Brodt 
and family 

n:~e tte'nni ti:l~n:::i 

Mt. fl Mrs. Menacherrt M. 
Sha~O!lich 
andfamil~ 

L'shana Tova 
to all 

Mr. 8t .Mr.s. David .Lenovitz 
8t MO.She 

Dallas,. Texas 

Best wishes to 
all mj friends, relatives 

and Kial Israel 
for a Happy, Healthy 

and Prosperous New Year. 

Dorothy Liebman 

Yeshiva 
Consulting Services 

Rabbi Nissan Gewfrttman 
Director 



W, TAKE GREAT PLEASURE IN INVITING YOU TO JOIN THE 

BROADEST COALITION OF ORTHODOX JEWS, HEADED BY EMINENT 

TORAH AUTHORITIES, FOR A FOUR-DAY TORAH EXPERIENCE AT 

AGUDATH ISRAEL OF AMERICA 1 S 

THE PARSIPPANY HILTON 
PARSIPPANY-TROY HILLS, NEW JERSEY 

AN ELEGANT LOCATION, CONVENIENTLY LOCATED LESS THAN ONE HOUR'S DRIVE FROM NEW YORK CITY. 

THURSDAY THROUGH SUNDAY e11 Nov. 26-29, 1992 ti> :l"Jvn 1':iv::i 1-N 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Please detach and 111ail todav- - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - ~-,:·-:- -

70THNATIONALCONVENTION RESERVA~ON APPLICATION 
0 Please reserve accommodations' for __ persons to the 

70th National Convention of Agudath Israel of America, 
Thursday through Sunday, November 26-29, 1992 at the 
Parsippany Hilton, Parsippany-Troy Hills, New jersey. 
Check type of accommodations requested. (Give first and 
second choice.) If accommodation requested is not available, 
the next category will be assigned. 

RATES PER PERSON - P ARSIPPANY HILTON 
All rates are for double occupancy" and include full convention 

meal service for 4 days and 3 nights. 
:::J Standard $369 [i Preferred $409 [J Superior $449 []Deluxe $499 

[LimitadJ []Single Occupancy $599 

·*Reservations are subject to confirmation. 
**3rd or 4th in room, $329 per person 

Children 0-2 (crib only, no food), $70/2-1.2. $250 
Please note that 15% will be added to above rates to cover the registration fee. 

delegate kit anr1 all grMuities. 

$125 Per Person Deposit Required To Confinn Reservation 

I am enclosing: 
Deposit $125 per person 
for Hilton reservation .................. : .......... $_'-:"-'_,..__ 

Payment in full for room only 
reservation at the Hanover Marriott ...... $ .,.....,.~-. 
5753 Membership Dues ......... ; ............... $ ~--=3"--.6."-00-'--

TOTAL ENCLOSED ................... : ................. ;$_~-- .. 

Please make checks payable to: Agudath Israel of America 

Name ______ ___,---....... ----~~~--
Address ________________ ~-~ 

City ___ Zip ~t 
;..T~el:::!ep':'.:h::'.o::::ne::::·'_::D::ay~(=:::.!..=====::::Ev::en::::in~g..'..(=:::.!..=:===::;'f·fl 

ROOM ACCOMMODATION ONLY' AT THE HANOVER MARRIO'IT •''jJ! 
(10 minute walk from the Parsippany Hilton) . '·1··.,ef!i' 

Reservations accepted for4 days, 3 nights only and are per room, not perp~rson ... · i_- ~ 
0$249PerRoom(plusmembetshipduesJ ..... ··· ·: :<·: 

Resen'ations for the Hanover Marriott must bri pmpaid in full at tlme of reservatiort·< . .. · · ... ::--\'. 
"Note: This is a roo:n.-.°-:1.~~ •. r:5.~::'.~.ti.~.:1.~h.i~~ .. ~.~.~~.~~1J!!.~~11.~~:!!l~a.l~: .. !et!.!O,?!l~.e;-y:i_ce,Jrl:C, · · , · 


